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Germany and Austria Compelled Rumania to Accept Peace Terms
Under Threat of Deposing Royal House and Dividing Entire Country
Between Dual Monarchy and Bulgaria; Czernin Delivered tti&tintum
liberty loan
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Has
Busily Engaged in Treasury
Department
MakGuns
and
Tabulated Subscriptions
Bringing Up
ing Other Arrangements for
Amounting to pearly
Renewing Offensive,

iCount Czernin Paid a Secret
Visit to Jassay in the Latter
Part of February and Delivered the Edict,
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Sammies Face a Terrific
Bombardment; Austrians Assembled on Italian Front
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Prime Minister Averesu,
a
Chum of Field
Marshal
Mackensen, Is Believed to
Have Betrayed Country.
:
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Australian. ami Canadian troops are Washington, May fi. To supply
Bonds to subscribers promptly,
in action on the Hiitish lines along the
vital sectors of the battle front in extra shifts of printers were set to
work today by the bureau of engravFrance.
,
ing and printing and It is planned to
The Australia ns have struck th
Germans near Morlancourt between deliver all bonds within two w'eeks.
the Ancee and Sonime rhess cast of About eighteen million bonds already
Amiens, and have advanced their lines have been printed and more than ten
of a mile, million have been distributed throughupward of
as u result of two assaults on the Teu- out the country by the treasury.
tonic positions.
Secretary MeAdoo formally announ
The Canadian have appeared In the ced tonight that he would make allot- mcnts
of all subscriptions In full.
Arras sector, further south than tlt y
The total of subscriptions tabulated
have been since the battles In this rethe
by
21.
This part of
treasury tonight was nearly
gion began March
of the. line la important as it defends $:;,r0(,000,00). and nearly a half bilArras to the southwest and includes lion more probably will be reported
before the total is announced, some
localities such, as Neuville-VitassMercantcl and Boisleux-St- .
Mare, time after net Monday.
where there have been bitter struggles since the Germans launched their A. J', EMPLOYES TAKK
$19,000 woiirir uoxns
great offensive.
Lib-crt-

three-quarte-

UNABLE

TO RESIST DEMANDS

-
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Amount Called for; Plan toj
Deliver All Bonds Within the
Next Two Weeks,

AlRII

RUMANIANS

All onliiiai'.v.'will d Imi; a iiintber-bnlli- n
yoiiii',' man; a treacherous ruler; a rullilcss, blasphemous war lord who kills women anil
babies boasts f bis partnership with ioil anil claims divine gtildime in deeds of malice anil
There yim have the
unshakable
coliition or n
shown here In pictures.. The most ciilisbtcnlny: lad or Ills earlier life. In relation cruelly.
to bis (level, piiicn Into the
Twentieth Cciilniy Hun. was his hatred Tor Ills mother. He licbl be- to hl.inio lor bis witlicreil left arm; be referred lo her anion
bis
associates as "'riic Fimllshwoiiiun" ami bo publicly Insgllcd licr. T this day l:c feels the same way ab.iul her. We don'l like men who
bale their mothers. Do joil? We Uou t like babj killers. Do you? All rUlil then, all together: 71) lli.l.l. WITH THU IvAIM H. (IN TO
s
Hl'.Itl.lX!!
Imby-kille-
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London, May 6. Count Czernin,
then
foreign minister, paid "a secret visit to Jassy in the
latter part of February and delivered
in person u verbal ultimatum of the
moat drastic sort from the central
powers to King Ferdinand of Rumania, it has become known with the
arrival here of the American Bed
Cross mission to Rumania.
Count Czcrnln's visit was known
only In the highest official circles and
the fact that It was made is revealed
now fi r tho first time through a correspondent of the Associated Press,
mission.
the
who
aecompunled
The reason for the visit was that the
Germans and Austrians had deter,
mined to bring to a speedy conclusion
the negotiations with Jtumania. and
had decided that a threat delivered in
person by th hcud , ot ' the Austro- -'
Hungarian foreign office would be
more effective than rcunis of docuNew York, May 6. The eninloves
ments.
Of the Associated Press subscribed for
Czernin Sent on the Lrrand.
J49.000 to the Third Liberty Loan.
So Count Czernin was sent on the
This amount was djvided njinong 4S4
OF
READY
He arrived in Jassy about
errand.
subscribers.
The previous loan totals
February 25 and Went straight to t'ho
were first, $30,000; second, J44.000.
king. His manner was stern, unbendThese figures do not include the subing, ruthless. Ho told the king bluntscriptions made by the association
ly that Itumania must conclude peace
,
llself.
4,
,
on Germany's terms and do it ImmeDallas. Tex.. May fl."Tli(
v
Willi the Xniericaii Army In
diately. There must be no further
l.ilM-rtI teurcn
.01111
oduy for
NORWAY LOST TEN
and unless Itumania consented to
Frame, .May :i. (I'liday) (by Hie.
v Hie ili"cn(l, district
arc StIMI,
this program, the central powers purAssociated Press). German uvH2.HOO.
!
IN
latoiN
VESSELS
are resorting to unspmtsAPRIL
.
posed Issuing a ukase deposing tho
t
BOARD
"The mere expression or Dunks
man-lik- e
Rumanian royal house and dlvidinc
tricks In nil endeavor lo
anil ijoiwI will ti the oraani.crs,
the entire country between Austria
American .flyers. Tho'
iijilwlt
? Hie
6.
ibc
anil
Ten
coiiiinillis's,
May
(lie
Washington,
press
vessels,
and Bulgaria.
trii kiiK'Ss of Ibc Gorman siiltllci-lmily of Liberty Loan workers In
aggregating 3,704 tons, and
The Rumanian king saw no way
r afoot Is emulated by enemy nlr- seamen were Norway's wanlossestwenty
the dinrict seems inailcipiatc.
durout, and a week later the formal
men who are marking their inn- "The oil idols of Ibis bank arc '
lT MORNISa JOURNAL Ipi.A LIAICD WIRI
ing April, the Norwegian legation
peace
negotiations were begun.
Lull
the Fighting Gives chines lo make them look as- !
herb was informod today by a cablelo
isiniiniinii ali'
Washington, May fi Ten steel ships 3 einlmvoring
The court cabinet had been In a
much like allied markings as pusWilli
all those Liberty Loan
or i) i, tins tons anil six wooden ships of
gram from the foreign office.
state of dejection ' from the date of
French and British a Chance
slide.
if workers whose names nre- regis- The April totals bring Norway's 21,000 tons were launched by AmeriCount Czcrnln's sensational secret
The
Germans
hnie laken to
losses due to tho war 7u5 vessels ag- can yards Irrthe week ending May 5,
tcreil with us. The main object
mission.
to Meet Next Drive Launchof Ibis message, liowcver, is lo
rouuiliiii;' off (be corners of in
gregating 1,115,519 tons anil the lives the chinning board announced today.
yueen Marie had fought bitterly
or
I heir planeH
cross
i
of 1,000 seamen, in addition to about
on
or
lie
that
wings
lingo iirmy
Twelve steel ships of H0, 180 tons - congratulate
ed By the Germans,
against any and nil peace talk from
700 men on
e
to make litem long like allied
vessels miss- were delivered to the board complete ? salesmen and Iu'Ictm men ami
the beginning, and she had the sup.
women who made, the victory
ing,
of which are declared In the same period.
barges. The game of the German
port of tho crown prince and a conto be war losses.
airmen is In play nniimil, get In u ' siderable l ady of tho
possible. Our own error'
anil
The weekly totals are beginning to
Rumanian pubJOURNAL
JPrCIAL
MillNIha
Lf
ASIO
those
of
WIC
our
shot if lie can and llion run
show the steady increase which ofcounty orunnl.crs
lic. The king and' the. cabinet, howWilli the Hiitish Army in France. 5
would have liven or no avail liud
utficials of the shipping board have
American flyer for fear of
of escape.
ever, saw no possibility
il 1101 been for Hie Hcrvieos of : (Sunday 1. May .'. (by tho Associated
f lackiir; a probably friend, must
Three days liefore the negotiations
predicted would come when the qiiun-tit.m
lookl;
workers
seems
to
Press).
(hoe
bo
splendid
who,
maclose
an
were
'
a
counhad
was
crown
(o
going
been
there
enemy
production they sought
get up
opened
?
lug not even for reixigiiitlon by
made ready.
against the (Ici iuans nloiR the crucial
eblnc, usually after considerable f cil ut which the subject of peace was
1
out
wcni
name,
and actually
There still is some delay in steel
northern battle- front. Sunday still
iiiauouveriii'-j- , liefore opening u
fully discussed.
deliveries and fabricated plants are 9 niaiie I he sales'. We do offer i fourni the Prussian
Her Position IloH lcss.
commanders ! fight.
tlieni. however, an untiiited roe- not turning out as much steel as can
to
working desperately
King Ferdinand spoke of the inevwhip their
4
be used.
ognilioii of heir efforts..
ns Into shape, for A. renewal SCOPE OF DRAFT
itability of peace and the hopelessness
"J. W. IIOOPKS.
4 of the i'c!:i cil offensive,, whilo the
Ir. order lo keep busy the operating
of Rumania's position. Most of the
Governor
lieforce organized by the San Francisco
federal
"Deputy
cabinet ministers agreed with him.
allied funis, aided by tho weather,
LAW IS EXTENDED soma
Bank."
serie
of
the
Shipbuilding company, builders
s
continued
reluctantly, others almost too
which
7.500-to- n
concrete
freighter Faith,
are most ilisi'oncertli:g to nn enemy
enthusiastically. The crown prince
CRACK AT
IB' MORMIN. JOURNAL SPECIAL LIASIO WIRI)
the board plans to give the company
listened
to them impatiently. Finally
planning against, time.
contracts for nine additional ships of
WashiiiKtonMay (!. An agreement he arose and addressing the
king,
It wiik quite apparent the Cernliins
same
in
the
011 the hill
all to
tho selective said:
type, making ten
intended unolher assault In Flanders draft law to extendingtwenty-on- e
be built for government account. The
"I
that
youths
realize,
years
sire,
you
speak
yesterday morning, but the arrangeFaith is privately owned.
f r the government, the army and
of
since June 5. 1917, was reach1ST MORNINO
JOURNAL RMClAL LIAItO VIRC
ments were upset by a combination of ed ago
11 considerable
lyermission to muni ten concrete
by the senate and, house contoday
With the American Forces on the
!oUy of our
There
events.
were
the
allied operatank steamers lias been given to a
but 1 sM-ai rench
ferees. The amendment of Reprefor tlie queen
Front. Muv R dw th.
- Pacific
contho
and
rain
coast
which
heavy
ting
and every loyal woman In
corporation, provided
sentative Hull, of Iowa, providing that
elated Press). The Germans launchmud-flaInto
niessel
verted
are
the
installed.
over
type
grmiui''
engines
when I say that to aeeeitl
the additional registrants,
ed a heavy gas attack
be
shall
against the .Other types of engines are needed for
which it was difficult to move either
sueli a pence would be humlliau
placed at the bottom .of present eligiJmerienn troops on the Picardy front the shipping
s
now
board
vessels
or
was
There
also
DISPATCH
TO
infantry
and
MORNINO
-artillery.
(RPrciAL
dishonorable and would
lug
JOURNAL1
ble lists was retained.
!.. i e nigni. Kuriy in the even- building. The tankers will be exempt San
east a shadow nn the hitherto
Mnrrial, X. M May 6. Kdward confusion arising from wholesale reTho house conferees accepted the
ing they sent .over 15,000 shells com- from
will
be
but
requisition,
regulated
liefs and the
of strange troops senate provision for
iinseliied page of Rumania's hisposed chiefly of mustard
within by the board if put into any other Brown, pioneer cattleman of Socorro In the German arrival
exemption from
area.
a brief period. These shellsgas.were
tory."
county, was killed instantly at 4
the draft law of theological and medfolof trade.
,
class
The
populace of Jassy showed great
The allied artillery has been main- ical students'.
lowed by an intense artillerv fi
o'clock Sunday afternoon, as he was
at
against General Aversu, who
midnight, several hundred gas shells
driving In an automobile with his wifo taining nn incessrint bombardment n!
Immediate ratification by the senate hostility
became premier u short time before
between here amli Mound Spring, by a enemy territory iinr'- Friday night be- and' house of the conferees agreement Count
v,.,P uroppea into th0 American lines.
Czernin
Enemy airplanes appeared over the
lightning bolt. Mrs. ISrown escaped fore the projected derma n attack the on tho measure will be sought, that and who was made his visit to Jassy,
American lines about
generally responsible for
French tinil British gunnere
the same time.
injury'.
played there inny be no further delay In Its the course taken
by the peace negoguYis brought down one
havoc with the German preparations.. use in connection with new draft.
Mr.
ami
Brown
his
wife
tiations.
had
started
German machine and damaged anallied
The
carnlso
have
been
to
Provost
troops
Marshal
his
General
Mound
Crowder
ranch at
Aversu KusaeHted Plan.
Spring, about
other.
twenty-fiv- e
niiirs east of this place. rying out local operations which im- opposed tho amendment placing the
It was generally believed that Count
The extreme activity of the artillines
their
and
new
proved
at
Tho
tho
bottom
of
enemy
s visit to tho Rumanian kingstruck
the
Czcrnin
upset
Brown
registrants
and
lightning
the
lery and aviators, the rifle fire and
car at the same time and the car scheme!".
dom was suggested to the enemy by
eligible lists.
night flares and the reported moveGeneral Averseu who, a few days beAllies Make Gains.
ments behind the enemy lines in this
burst, into flames. Mrs. Brown manfore, paid a secret visit to FlnM Map.
'Yesterday the allies occupied a large
aged to drag her husband from tho
sector may forecast a new attack, but
shal
a
Mackensen, without the approv
General Pershing's men are ready for
burning car but his body was severe- number of Important positions at vaal, a, 01
or the Ruman.
TWO WOMt'V SIMI'K
ly burned nevertheless.
The woman rious points along the front of 4.001)
any emergency.
img rerainand
They are countering
FINAL
OF
i'llA-SCcainnct.
af- Averseu immediately
west
of
SHOT
IX
Kemniel.
flames
the
The
British
the enemy preparations, blow for
nfter tho car yan's
extinguished
.jiun
'
,
,1
-.
ilint'llt'.l llA.in.n Li,.? ivttuvr
had been seriously damageii.
also made an advance of 500 yards
,
blow, keeping up a harrassing artilui
ins
.'niiig
peace at any price" party.
Tw
Nantes, France. May
Mr. Brown Is ono of the oldest jalorig the front of 1,000 yards north
lery, rifle and machine gun fire and
The Initiating of the Rumanian
women spies. Josephine Alvarez
are actively patrolling.
residents of Socorro county, having west of Locon. thereby gaining a numtreaty, announced from Rerlin today,
and
Ylclorinc
The spirit of the Americans is
Viiuebcr, eon- ber of positions which had been, conmade his home here for tho past thirMORNIN
JOURNAL RPeCIAI LCARCO WIRI)
will l.o a bitter experience for Queen
deiimcd (o (loath by i.ur(-mar- They are eager to fight and Washington, May 6.
years. The body was removed to tested 111my days. This morning the
Although the ty
Marie, who persisted for months in
tial January a.", were executed
a typical expression Is: "Let
Frit's motion to make the national
San Marcial.
Funeral services and Germans tried to. regain some of these
woman
hoping ugainst hope that it would be
lids morning.
start something.
He'll get all that's
An enburial will be in Carrizozo tomorrow. positions but wire repulspd.
a
resolution
to uvert the conclusion of
amendment
spec
suffrage
possible
coming to him." A young French ial
emy attack yesterday morning in the
Fribusiness
she considered a dishonorable
senate
what
order
of
next
captain who trained the men now in
Locon
cover
area
a
of
under
heavy
peace. She has never wavered or falthe Picardy lines told the Associated day was lost today by a vote of 40 to
barrage likewise was smashed.
tered In her devotion to the cause of
ENTIRE FAMILY IS .
Press today he never had seen finer 21, Just less than necessary
THE
WEATHER
On
the
the entente allies and her hostility to
southern
battle
the
front
its consideration at that time virtually
material.
c
to the central powers.
KILLED BY TRAIN Prit'sh las nighf: near
"All are of one mind," he said, "to is certain. When Senator Jones (New
The queen received the Associated
rOItLCAST.
advanced their line in a minor operfight fast and hard and to finish the Mexico) renews his motion Friday to
Press representative on the evening
ation without casualties. The German
war quickly."
proceed with the house resolution only
rV MORNINO JOUHHAL RPRCIAL LEARtD WIRI
before
in nil thcs local enthe departure from Jassy of
Denver, Colo., May li. For New
a majority vote will be required to
Tucson, Ariz., May 6. John O. prisoners taken
Mexico:
Tuesttuy and. Wednesday the mission. She expressed, as she
the
"Hogs" Can't Grab Trail.
begin debate,
rule, Williams. Pisbce attorney, his wife gagements niade a considerable total.
had
done
not
reand
much
many times before, her
of
allied
The
the
unsettled;
San Francisco. Calif., May 6.
spirit
partly cloudy
which was enforced today, applying and three sons. Dougherty,
troops
Morris
warm sympathy and admiration for
change in temperature.
Prlght Angel trail, in the Grand can- only to motions made in advance of and Everett Williams were killed last mains at the highest pitch.
the American people, her thankful- -'
yon of the Colorado river, can not be the day proposed for debato.
ness for what the United States had
night near Casa Grande when their
IXX'AIj Itl'.POItT.
closed to the public by "locating" it
Confidence of the resolution's sup- automobile
was struck by a westbound
done
for. Rumania, particularly thf
Seauofn in Capital Grounds
as a mining claim, the United; States porters of. favorable final action was Southern Pacific train at a
work of the Red Cross, and her hope
A summary of local' weather condigrade
Washington. May 6. Tho first discircuit court of appeal ruled here to- indicated in the effort for a vote this cr&ssing.
hours ended that a fuller and better friendship
California
tinctive
a giant tions for the twenty-fou- r
day. The ruling supports refusal of week. They have stated that a vote
Williams family had been visiting sequoia, was plunted tree,
would come with the end of the war.
Maxiit) the canitol at 6 p. m. yesterday follows:
the department of the Interior to per would "not be sought until, the nec- at their ranch
near Casa Orande.
Victory for Entente,
grounds today. Representative Ran- mum temperature. 78 degrees; minimit the Cape Horn Lode Mining com essary pledges for
major-t- y
Mr. Williams was one of the lending dall of California,
As the queen mentioned the end of
mum.
45:
at
range. S3; temperature
selected, planted
were had.
pany to make such location.
0 j
west
war
the
she could not refrain from
clear.
78;
wind;
and christened tho tree.
attorneys of the southwest.
ni.,
Austro-Hungarla- n

.

e,

front not far from Montdidier. have
been under
of shells for the
last couple of days, projectiles containing high explosives being mingle
with those charged with poisonous gas
fired, into the lines held by General
Pershing's men.
yiiict on Kalian Front,
Along the rest of the front in
France there have been no engagements of unusual character nor ha.i
the Italian front been attacked as yet
by the Austrians who have assembled
1

there.

From the official reports and special dispatches filed by correspondents

at the front there tome intimations
that heavy fighting may be resumed
at any time. The fact that heavy rains
are falling may have a great deal to
do with the dcly In the German drive,
but the allies hold high ground from
which they ran observe the German
positions which arc generally ih tho
lowlands nnc". have kept up a heavy
artillery fire in sectors where the Germans have been assembling or have
been at work in bringing tip guns for
the liattlo which is virtually certain
to come.

.May Slrlko Three Blows.
There is a feeling along the French

front that the Germans may attack
in the Ypres, Arras and Amiens sectors at the same time. These blows.'
while carried on independently, would
really bo phases of a new attempt to
cut through the lines In the Somme
sector, eliminate the Arras sector and
carry the high gound to the southwest of Ypres.
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London, May (. The appointment
of Field Marshal Viscount French as
viceroy of Ireland comes somewhat as
a surprise. It was known that the
government was experiencing considerable difficulty in finding a successor
to Taron Wlmborne and that this was
the reason for the delay in announcing
orrtcjally the appointment of Kdward
Shor'tt as chief secretary which was
known unofficially many days ago.
No one, however, anticipated such a

purely military appointment as the
celebrated field marshal..
Viscount French Is of Irish extraction. Ho has a seat in Ireland, is colonel of Irish regiments and a popular
figure in the country, but that is hardly likely to reconcile the Irish people
to his appointment, for they will see
It In nothing but a threat to put con-- '
Beriptlon into effect.
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Lightning Kills
Pioneer Rancher;
Wife Is Uninjured

fill-zen-

in

ts

1

Anti-aircra- ft

LIA4IO WiRIt

y,

Duluth,

Minn., May 6. Governor
Harding of Iowa had a narrow
escape this afternoon when Mrs. Dr.
Charles Hutchinson lost control of an
automobile she was attempting to
park. The automobile crashed over
the curb and sidewalk Into the build,
ing wall.
Governor Harding Jumped Just in
time to save himself.
V. It.

SUFF AMENDMENT

SUPPORTERS SURE

'

J

RESULT

Two Honorably Discharged
Camp Kearny, San Diego, Calif..
May 6. Honorable discharges have
been given first Lieut. Robert P.
Lamberton of the 157th (Colorado)
infantry, and eScond Lieut. Hoy R.
Priest, quartermaster corps, national
army, it was announced today.
'

'.

V

s,

Sailly-le-Se-

two-thir-

two-thir-

s,
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IOWA'S GOVERNOR
HAS CLOSE CALL
rv

German Aviators

Who Worked to Put ALLIES
Loan Over the Top
TO MEET FRESH

ANNOUNCES

j

IS IRISH

Hoopes Thanks All

SHIPS

1

TWO

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Tuesday, May
ALLIES HARASS

trill

war Garden

IRK

E HEM AT

bill

SHAPING L IKS

A SUCCESS

Fired First Shot in
the War With Germany TEUTON PEACE

W.W. DEFENSE

.

TO MAKE YOUR

BY

II

7, 1918.

uE

JOLTS

I

GETS

ffi

ft

GOOL GREETING

JUDGE LANDIS

YOU WILL NEED TO CULTIVATE THOROUGHLY
-I- ndividual

A Wheel Hoe
A

FEW GOOD ONES

(BV

JOURNAL SPECIAL

MOMNIN3
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WIRCl

Cn the I'reni'h front in
IMay (!. (by the Associated Press).
Planet Jr. No. 19, Single WheeP.
$ 5.50
(The opinion is virtually unanimous
14.00
Planet Jf. No. 11, Double Wheel
(that the further great blow which the
Ccrman .staff must inevitably deliver,
11.00
Planet Jr. No. 12, Double Wheel
if it Intends to try
to execute
the
5.00
'promises made to the Herman nation
Norka High Wheel
when the offensive was started, must
.
5.00
Steel King High Wheel
come soon.
The great activity of the enemy
along the Vpres ureter is possibly a
If your garden is too small for a wheel hoe you
Prelude to the opening of a new Gor
should have a Norcross Hand Cultivator Hoe. It
man rush there, or !s intended to diswill do good work.
tract attention from a formidable attack elsewhere. There is indeed a
PRICES
$1.75
widespread view that the next move
75c;
must come from the German armies
Ceneral von
concentrated miu'-fronting Arias. Koine of its divisions were borrowed by other Herman armies for attacks to the north
and the south but these have since
115-11- 7
NORTH FIRST ST.
been replaced by others and the force
gathered there is very powerful.
'If It's Hardware, We Have It."
From the Arras in the unlikely
event of a German success il could
'turn either tcward the coast or toward Amiens hut it appears most likely that the more northerly operation
would b chosen in an attempt tn sephis ri ci i tare. At the last moment, arate the main French and Pritish
howevi r, it ivas' explained that the forces. The continued bombardment
luul been so deeply affected by of Amiens is
iini'i-n blind
tier farewells to nil the entente allied to cover the possibly merely of this
preparation
Ued
and
Cross
missions
that
military
she had been unable- to write the mes- scheme. I'nilv of Command.
sage.
Since the breakdown, however of
the first German nush bj: the heroic
stand of the French nnd British
SENSATION SPRUNG
troons the allies have had time to
their positions In order tn
IN THE' REICHSTAG strengthen
anv fresh onslaughts. The unity
of command which fus-nall the allied
rBV MDRNma JOUHNAI SPICIAL. LIARBD VVIWC1
armies into one and the terrific losses
.251 Amsterdam, May' G. A sensation suffered by the enemy wihtotit the
was caused in the roiohstug lust week achievement of any success which
(counts seem to have caused the
by Casta v NoBlce, an
to hesitate, but It is impossible
when he read a circular desocialist,
the
that
firm
belief
tn count themselves with the
expressing her
in the for them
democratic
the
parties
nouncing
which are of the
victor
be
positions,
present
only possible end would
which has been vrculuted most tin favorable character and defor the entente nnd the reconstruction in
the army. The
says:
fensive tactics.
of Rumania. Her majesty has ex"There Is nothing more intolerable
Another factor in compelling them
pressed a desire that the corrcspon
take with him a formal statement than the democracy of the democratic In s"ol a rapid decision Is the trans-- ,
wish
who
in her own handwriting of her senti- parlies of the reichstag,
parent fear of the
by strength of the American forces, disments toward the American people, to enforce peace in renunciation
demonsecret
and
strikes
de.
to
this
provoking
nnd she hail planned
have
played In the present deluge of GerIn democratic countries man
livered to the correspondent before strations.
propaganda decrying the Amermoney plays the chief role. Tods,y, ican effort. These forces, they foreutmost
his
not
does
who
do
,to see, may become a powerful instru- anyone
nip the democratic movement tn mois ment in bringing about their defeat
bud is working' for the enemy. He
long, nnd they are certain to
not working for true freedom and beforesuccess
before the
reek
equality, bm, in the interests of a gang
army becomes formidable.
of international rascal?.
The Germans are fully aware that
"July lit, 191!i. the date of the reioh-stagnotorious p.ace resolution, will it is America's intention to throw her
tier-mawhole
energy into the common cause
live for all time as a paragon of
of winning the wnr, nnd desnlte their
The
Cologne (lunette ittomnts to belittle American help to
says the pamphlet has been circulated the allies they are wide awake to the
only among the forces of Ceneral von dangers to themselves.
Kiclioni in the I'kraine.
f.oltal
The government-controlle- d
EVERY
Anzeiger, on April US printed a photo- PRACTICALLY
showing
graph
PART OF STATE HAS
troops manning a machine gun on the
front of a locomotive drawing a tram-loaBOUNTEOUS RAINFALL
of soldiers
ngliged in forcing
to
stores
I'krainiatis
surrender
their
CASCO-n'SiCLYDE-2j- n
MOPNINO JOURNAL t
IBPCCIAL CORCPONDtNC
ol food.
Santa Fe. May 6. More than an
inch of rain fell simie yesterday, ihe
storm winding up with thunder, light
ning and wind velocities that reached
thirty miles an hour this- afternoon
but doing no damage. Ueports by the
I'nited Spites weather bureau from
practically every part of the state
show that the drouth of many months
has been broken in every county and
that the rain has been the most valuable, counted in dollar and cents, that
has fallen for years.
The only flood damage reported in
that from a break in the large irrigaA
tion canal, south of Las Cruces.
considerable area around San Miguel is
under four feet of water and the fami-- !
lies or l'al :o Uaron and Mrs. C. JHar-- i
tine, were compelled to evacuate their
homes, several other houses also be.
ing flooded.
N
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Washington,
May fi. MerRer In
of (be Cumberland Presbvterian
church with the Presbyterian church
and consolidation
of their church
property was declared valid today by
the suprenin court.
Federal deercen awarding control of
the
endowment
and buildings of the Missouri Valley college, a
Cumberland educational institution at
Marshall. Mo., to the Presbyterian
synon or Kansas also were sustameu.
Though the opinion decided
broiiKht by the Presbyterian
church officials acainst representatives of a section of the Cumberland
membership in Missouri only, it affects also litigation arising from the
merger in Indiana, Illinois, Tennessee,
Kentucky,
(iconria, Arkansas, California, Oklahoma and Iowa.
Manv Cumberland church members
refused to recognize the union Tkii'I
Contended that the consolidation was
invalid, because the general assemblies and synods had no right to vote
such an action because the doctrines
of the, two denominations differed
nnd because no power existed in governing bodies of the Cumberland
church to transfer ownership of local
church buildings and property. The
'me cotitentions were raised against
the transfer of the college.
1901!
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TRADE

MARK

WIND-SA- FE

FOSfcC21-- l

SHADES
durable

Beautiful.,
Effective,
IN THE
DON'T FLAP

WIND

This is
For You
We will give to every person visiting our store a
antially-made

Fly Swatter

subst-

Free.

This in an article equally as esM iitlal about (he homo as I'oit'li
Shades ure. nercsMiry for the porcli to Insult; jour tuunincr comfort.
We well the best porch shades on llie market today.

Coolmor Windsafe Porch Shades
ARK THE I'.KST l't)lt Till' I'OU.OWIXG REASON'S:
.' COOIjMOK I'owli Sliadi's muUc your porch
uml comfortable.
COOIiMOItf I'orch Shades give you an extreme seclusion.
4'OOIiMOtl l'or'li shades permits you to sec out but outsiders
can not ho.c in.
ttXMjMOK I'orch Shades make a sleeping jiorcli of nil ordinary
i
at a very blight expense.
only porch
((X)UIOR VIMSAKE TORCH SHADI'.Si arc the
shade' Ifuit are made with a wide slut ullcriiutiug wikh a narrow
jmm-cI-

Hint.

T. SvMills Furniture Company
223 South Second St.

SPEC. I tr.SID W)BI

r,

fi

indb-ldun-

Phone 808

PENSION
SET AT. $25 MONTH

MINIMUM

'

:by mornino journal spicial LrAOlO wirr
Washington, May (i. The Sherwood bill grunting pension of 25 a
month to civil war veterans passed
the house today and now goes to the
senate.
Graduated payments from $2.1 to
$39 a month, according to age and
length of service, are provided, making an increase of alfht fifty per cnt
for short term soldiers and about thirty per cent for long tent). It would
not apply to any having an Income of
$l.li0 n year or more, or to thoce in
soldiers homes.
The bill is designed to meet inequalities between pnslons to soldiers and to
soldiers widows, some of whom got
more than soldiers.

f

fill

l

mm.

the defense

Dn

attempted to show that (he transaction was handled by Uichard llrazere,
one of (ho defendants and a member

of the executive hoard.
"1 contend that since l iraere alone
was responsible for the transaction,
he aloii" should bo held to an accountability and not these other defendants," Vandervccr said. His objection whs overruled.
Announcement was made today by
nrniamin Sehrnger. one of the "innei
circle" of the organization that the
national socialist party now Is providing funds for the defense of the
accused I. XV. Ws and that kindred
organizations also have offered financial assistance.

d
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Chiui','o, May 6 The defense in
the trial of il;; Industrial Workers of
the World, accused of seditious
sustained two
today
in rulings by Judge ljindis on ndmis-sie- n
of evidence presented by counsel
for the government
ever ohteetions of George V.
chl"f ; counsel for the de-m- -.
pamphlet:) ordered published by
individual members
before
shortly
America entered the war, and other
matter
which had not been
pi'nt-endorsed by general officers were read
into the records.
Again late in the day the defense
unsuccessfully tried to have stricken
from the records testimony concernthousand
ing publication of several
conies of "Sabotage" at Spokane,
Wash., before the period covered by
the indictment.
"No authorization was given by the
general organization for the acts of
members,'' Mr. Vandervccr
,
protested.
court
The
held, however, thai the
a' is of members, even without authorization from the executive hoard,
heloed to form the structure which
served as a mental guide lo all members.
In Ids second ruling Judge
held that evidence
need not be restricted to the period covered by the
indictment.
Letters or documents
declaraerepared before America's
tion of war which show a clear relationship to the present case ma be
admitted as evidence, it was held.
Government Springs a Siirprisv- .lust before adjournment tonight
Hie government sprung a surprise by
reading into the records a petition
signed bv nearly a hundred of the
leaders of the I. V. W. demanding return of all papers seized by the court.
In it the members had explained why
Ihev were the rightful owners of the
matter.
Thus the government, by a
short cut, established the idently and
coifneetlons with the f. V. W. of the
members.
It was stated .that the
move would' save davs of technical
debate.
ICdwin
Smithcran "f Spokane,
Wash?, testifying for (he government,
tobl of the publication by his printing
copies
(ouc.evn of several thousand
of "Sabotage" for the I. W. W.Jn

DISMISSAL FACED MY
SIX PRISON'

(.CARDS

Chicago, May 0. One of the nitroglycerin containers figuring in the attempted delivery at the. county jail
here last Saturday was a medicine
bottle which, according- to Will T.
has been traced to
Ia vies," the Jailer,
one of the I. XV. XV. prisoners who
bad been fighting the grip.
Six guards face dismissal as a result of the occurrence, three on
charges of cowardice and three, for
disobedience of, rules.

WOMAN'S CLUBS TO
VOTE ON OFFICERS
IRY

HONNINtt ,'OURNAL

REGIAL LCASIO WIRI1

LCASCD

iVIRCJ

PKAOi: MOJH MI'KFLY
Kl'IITliH I'KOIWG.WI)

cap. pokAUTQw. 'de.VARlCA
Corporal ' O. XV. de Varila of San
Francisco has just come back to the
United States with fifty others of
General Pershing's men. to work fcyr
the Liberty Loan. Corporal de Varila
was the first man to fire a shot
against the Germans when Americans
wnt into the trenches Oct. 23, 191t
That venture of Americans into the
trenches was only for training, but
de A'arila fired the shot and to the
Germans that was war. He was an
an artilleryman.

BOY SCOUTS DRILL

LEADERSHIP ...
N. M. M. I. STUDENT

UNDER

CORRESPONDING!

1SRKCIAL

TO

MORNINO JOURNAL!

Carlsbad, N. M May 8. The Curls-ba- d
Hoy Scouls are drilling every
night under the leadership of James
the
Welpton, who was a student atThere-arNew Mexico Military institute.
two troops of scouts in CarlsbacH
and the boys make an impressive
showing when they parade at night
up and down ;he streets. It is reminiscent of the days when "11" company, he crack company of "the First
was
New Mexico regiment,
being
drilled in Carlsbad.
Ou f of the original membership of
"B" company, only twelve men remain now who have not advanced in
rank. Many have received commissions, and five at least are on the
firing line in France in different organizations, one of the orginal members of "Ij" company is now a major
in the aviation service, so that the
iioy Scouts now drilling on Carlsbad
streets have an illustrious example set
before them.

OIL SITUATION

IS

RELIEVED

ON COAST

JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE )

IRY MORNINO

Washington, May 6. lieprcsenta.
tives of ;he oil interests on tho Pacific coast in conference today wllh
Secretary Oanielsand Mark L.. Hequia,
oil controller for the fuel administration, approved the bill now before
congress under which the navy department, by presidential proclamation will take over and operate all oil
and gas wells in the naval oil reserves in California.
This action is expected to pave the
way for passage of the measure and
consequent relief from the threatened
oil famine in the Pacific coast district. Secretary
Daniels previously
had agreed in operating the reserves,
the navy department would allot a
share of the output do private industries in that section, most of which
use oil as fuel.
The, ..riousneiis of the oil bituation
on the west coast was first Irought
lo the attention of government offi.
cials wo weeks ago by Pacific coasl
publishers.

Hot Springs. Ark., May fi. The
h
or tne
nomination committee
biennial convention of the federated Women's Clubs today reported
the following names to be voted on as
officers for (becoming term:
President Mrs. .losiah Evans Cowles,
l.os Angeles, Calif.
first vice president, Miss' Georgia
A. Paeon, Worcester, Mass.
Second vice president, Mrs. 'I homos
!. Winter, Minneapolis, MinTt: v
Recording secretary: Mrs. Adam
Weiss, Del Norte, Calif.; and Mrs.
I.aey, Kentucky.
Correspondin.T secretary: Mrs. J. R.
Wilkinson, Slireveport, La., nnd Mrs. TEUTON INFLUENCES
Mary I. Wood, Portsmouth, N. II.
Treasurer, Mrs. lienjamin B. Clark,
AT WORK IN RUSSIA
Iowa.
P.
Mrs.
William
Auditor.
Harper,
lav MORNINO JOURNAL BPCCIAL LEAKO WINC)
Seattle, Wash.
Washington, May 6. The demand
Theso nominations will he voted on made
on the en.tnteanThe
tomorrow.
secret
ballot
by
nnd Ambassador l'rancis at A'ologda
nouncement of the, elections will he for removal
of the consuls at Vladivomade Wednesday mornlnff.
stok, reached the slate department
from
"
Ambassador Francis. A
today
SUGARLESS COFFEE,
determination to force recognition of
the Holslieviki government,
officials
WAR BREAD SERVED believe, is the principal underlying
'
move.
purpose of the
it is believed also the .soviet govBV WJflaiia
ffPtCIAL LAD WIRil
are aiming at the withdrawEl Paso. Tex., May 6. Toffe was ernments
al of
British and Japanese maserved without sugjH and war bread rines, the
who were landed at the Sibewithout butter today in the local'rest-aurant- s. rian
and at tailing over the
The new rule was adopted large seaport
store of milltaj-supplies at
the
hotel
and restaurant, managers Vladivostok.
by
Officials realize that
here to, comply with the request of German influences are at work to use
Charles N. Hassett, food administrathe Vladivostok incident as it means
tor. If sugar or butter 'is wanted by of causing- trouble between the allies
the diner he must order it from the' and the Holshevllc government, espe
witlter.
cially as there have been indications
The Chinese restaurant owners are of growing friendliness for the entente
and
other
this
and especially for America,
with
complying strictly
rules adopted
food administration
hero.
MRS, PALMER DIES
ioui-teent-

MORNINd JOURNAL SPCCIAL
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London, .May li. Germany's peace
emissary, according to the Daily Mall,
has been busily working here but has
mnt'o no progress in any direction.
There is rpnson to believe, it says, that
the German agent who has been reported to be a Dutch financier, returns to Germany to report that there
is nothing doing.
A Central news dispatch from The
Hague says the Dutch intermediary is
reported to he .lonkheer Colyn, former minister of war.
The proposals made by .lonkheer
Colyn, the dispatch from The Haguo
reports, are said to have been as follows:
1.
Germany to renounce all claims
in the west.
Restoration of Belgium.
:!.
Alsace Lorraine to be autonomous, within the German federation.
4. The status in the east to remain
as at present.
5.
Austria to make certain concessions to Italy in the Trentino.
ti. Balkan uestlons to he solved by
an international conference.
7.
All colonial ouestions affecting
Africa and Asia Minor to ho settled
a
conference
of all the belligerents.
by
s. Germany to abandon all claims
'o her former Chinese protectionate of
K'iaoehan, but in exchange to receive
certain economic concssions in China.

v

Will help you accomplish this, and will
make the
v
work a pleasure.

HERE ARE

(KV

Germans Work to Whip Their Pamphlets Published By
Members Admitted to
Organizations Into Shape
Under Heavy Bombardment
the Records; Socialists Are
of French and British.
Providing Funds.

I

A

Washinulon. May 5. officials and
C'plomats here on reading (lerinany's
purported eace terms, as outlined
today in disnatehes from London recalled that llritish officials recently
predicted a "peace offensive" and said
furthermore, that they expected that
terms to be offered in behalf of
be framed so es to appear
most attractive to Great Britain.
deofficials
Today's disnatehes.
clared .seemed to fulfill that predic-ioEvery peace move made by Germany since her first offer has been
promptly branded by the allied statesmen as subtle propaganda to sow dissension and discord among the allied
people, weaken their resistance and to
lead to what has been characterized
as a German-mad- e
peace.
Foreign Minister Italfour's positive
statement in the house of commons
that.no suggestions of peace negotiations had come to Great Hritaln
through a neutral, seemed to put the
situation beyond the realm of serious
consideration.

PAULIST CHOIR TO
ARRIVE

TOMORROW

QUARTERED

WHITE

boxes

contain a powder of rare,
beautifying power. It spreads
an alluring softness Over the
complexion, clinging through
wind and heat, and is as invisible as you could wish.
Only: rarest imported perfumes, are used, and purest
ingredients, in

COMPLEXION

POWDER,

Made in White, Pinlc, Cream and
Brunette tints and the exquisite
nevr Tint Natural. In Armand's
In
Bouquet of Paradise, 50c.
witching Aniabclle fragrance, 75c ;
wonderful new cre"Aida"- powder Jdr
ationan
autoiftobilists, golfists, tourists,
etc. They come in dainty boxes
of pink and white design with
I.ouis XVI silhouette medallion;
some of silk.

lit

ARMAND COMPANY
DES MOINES, IOWA.

WOMAN'S CLUB OF
CARLSBAD HAS 150
BOOKS FOR SOLDIERS
.Hfl.L

KnvilMOMnlNCI

TO
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Carlsbad, X. M., May ti. One hundred and fifty books have been received by the Woman's club of Carls-hadollars was also sent
Twenty-fiv- e
Fed-- ,
by the club, to be used by the
oration of Women's clubs, who me fcenters for
inancing the
American soldiers in" France.
The Woman's club usually has elaborate literary programs given by
members every other week, but since
the war, tbo organization has confined
its efforts to war work, and in
in every way possible with Iho
Ued Cross chapter of Carlsbad, which
is doing a highly efficient work.
The club will continue to collect
books for the soldiers, and will have
for
a. box near the Ited Cross rooms
the convenience of those giving volumes to the work.

IN HOMES

Arrangements have partially been
completed for quartering the 100 men
and boys of the I'aulist choir of Chicago, who will urrive here tomorrow
night. The boys are to be quartered
In private homes and a number of
prominent citizens already have offered their hospitality to the must,
clans The advance manager for the
choristeis declared, last night thait
enough quarters have not yet been
Persons desiring
received, however.
to entertain one or more of the boys
may complete arrangements with Hiss
Mabellc .Siielton, superintendent of
music in the high school.
Following are those who have offer-- (
their homes to the musicians: Mrs.
V. V. ilcCanna, Mrs. II. J. O'Hrlen,
Mrs. XV. F. Kwcitzer, Mrs. Chadnourne,
Mrs. Mundoij, Mrs. Carr, Mrs, Nash,
Mrs. A. I"!. McMiiicn, Mrs. Isaac Darth,
Mrs. Otero, Mrs. Charles White, Mrs.
XV. XV. Strong, Governor
.Stover, Mrs.
Vaughey, Miss Corrall Wilson, Airs.
Mis
Carroll Wilson, Mrs.
Vaughoy,
Mis. Cullen and Mis. John Milne.
NEGRO HELD UP AND
ROBBED

uTtle pink &

BY

BLACK

lames Washington, a negro, wns
held up nnd robbed of 13. M) at 11:30
o'clock last night as he was walking
near Ti.leras avenue and the Santa
Ke tracks, !by another negro. The
robber pointed a revolver at Wash
ington and told him he "believed he
ought to kill him because he didn't
have more money."
The robbery was reported to the
police.
The police found K. U Mitchell's
automobile standing by the road in
San Jcse. early yesterday morning.
The car had beeri stolen Sunday night.
Throe blueprints announcing shop
employes total subscription of $32,50')
to ths Third Libetry Loan,
will
be
framed and hung in the shop today.

Clear your skin -

MaeyourJuce

a business asset

That
may be more than
a source of suffering and embarrassment
it may be holdingyou back in the
business world, keeping you out of a
better job for which a good appearance
is required. Why "take a chance" when
skin-troub-

Resinol

Ointment heals

so easily ?

Simple bee. Dept.

Mi

Retingl, Baltimore,

C. H. CARNES,

Optometrist.
Tnat Satisfy'
The Most Modern and Completely Equipped Optical Parlor In the
Entire Southwest.
Fourth Street, Third Door North
"TTTeglasse

of Postoftice.

,

Phone 1057 for Appointments.
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ALBUQUERQUE,
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BY MORNINO

like

superior
coffee
INSTANT
POSTUM
Economical! Made

strong or mild as
uesirea. nonasie.
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Sarasota, Ha., May 6. Mrs. Potter
Palmer of Chicago is dead at her winter home here. Mrs. Palmer, who was
born in Louisville and was the widow of Potter Palmer of Chicago,

where she was a social leader, had
been 111 some time. Several days ago
her family was summoned and medical specialists came here from the
north. Phe1 die1 last night of pneumonia. The body will be taken to
Chicago for burial.
When Potter Palmer died in 1902,
Mrs. Palmer for years devoted her
time to the management of his estate
whipli ws valued, at f 3,000,000,'-

May 11 to 17, Inclusive
-1-

4 BIG ENTERTAINMENTS

For only the price of a picture show if you buy
season ticket. No raise in price this year

SEASON TICKETS.,.
HALF TICKETS

. .

. . .

a

$2.50

,.$1.50

Tickets have been placed with the Guarantors for sale. Also on
sale at A. O. Matson, Strong Book Store, Elks Club and Commercial Club. Season ticket sale will close at noon of the 11th and there
'
Is a limited numlicr of tickets for sale.
SINGLE ADMISSIONS W ILL Bfc 50 AXb , 73 C ENTS.
IT IS
ECONOMY TO BUY A SEASON TICKET. DO SO TODAY

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Tuesday, May
CLEARING HOUSE
FOR LABOR

SUNSHINE USED
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LOCAL ITEMS
Mr. and

Mrs. T. P. Weiser and
daughter Ruth left last night on train
No. 80 for Knoxville, Ten., where
they were called by the death of Mr.
Welser's mother.
The district court yesterday ordered that James Ryan,
be
committed to the reform school at
Springer, X, M., for a term of one
year. Incorrigibility was given as
grounds for the decision.
Mose Holman, for years engineer of
the Santa Fe coast lines, now engineer
on the El Paso & Southwestern, is in
the city visiting Mrs. Holman. Mr.
llolman's stopover is at Tucson, Ariz.
Leopold Meyer, president, has issued a call for a meeting of the I. O.
1!. B., No. 330, to meet at 7:45 o'clock
tonight in the vestry rooms of the
Templle. He has urged that all members be present.
Joseph Jordan , student at the University of New Mexico, received word
yesterday from his brother, Maurice
Jordan, had enlisted in the army at
Kansas City. The latter made his
home here the past winter, leaving for
Kansas Olfy only about ten days ago.
TemThe Shriners of Hallut-Alya- d
ple, will hold open house for all Masons next Monday night. A card party
and dance, complimentary to Temple
lodge. No. 6, also will "be given. All
Masons havo been invited.
A meeting of the civilian relief committee of the Red Cross will be held. In
the Chamber of Commcrco building
at 10:30 o'clock Thursday morning.
Miss flertrudo Valle of Denver, will
deliver an address on "Home Service."
As an expression of his. gratitude,
for the work of the firo department
at Central station in saving his home
some time ago, Neal Ferguson of River Pridge, yesterday presented the
men with fifteen boxes of strawberries
grown on his farm.
Sergeant Jacob Tyne of tho El
Paso recruiting office arrived in Albuquerque Sunday night. He will remain In charge of the local station
until further orders. He announced
that the provisional railway regiment
has been closed to enlistments:' - '
First reports reaching tho city
Jacobo and
lambing from
Alfredo Armljo in the western part
of this county report that an average
of 85 per cent is maintained. The
long dry soell foreboded a short lamb

results are othercrop but the actual
r
'
wise.
Tiibo
of Bernalillo, X. M
Nathan
birthcelebrated his seventy-fourt- h
day on May B. Mr. P.ibo came to
New Mexico in 1867 and founded the

''..'

in
Mercantile
Hernalillo
company
1872.
He has taken an active part in
war work in Sandoval county and
.specially in the work of the Sandoval
bounty Red Cross.
The board of directors of the Y. M.
C. A. will hold a special meeting at
11 o'clock this morning at the association building, (1. 8. Bilheimer of
Penver, International secretary of the
Y. M. C. A., and V. H. Day of El Paso,
Interstate secretary, will be here to
littend the meeting. They will consider the appointment of n successor
to X. W. Penning, who resigned as
secretary a short time ago.
The Women of the American Army
will furnish knitted garments Bnd
comfort kits to all drafted men who
are to leave for camp on May 10, In
case the men are not already supplied
with these articles. Supplies may bo
of
gotten at the headquarters, corner All
Third street and Gold avenue.
are
women not otherwise
'engaged
In doing; kniturged to aid the women room
is open
ting or sewing. The
.

every afternoon.
S. F. Bottorf, president of a big
automobile company at El Paso, Tex.,
was here Sunday and left yesterday,
by B. F. Schooler, a
accompanied
Mitchell motor car representative, for
will first visit
Mr.
Rottorff
east.
the
the Haynes motor car factory at
there go to
Ind., and from
llacine. Wis., the- factory home of the
who is
cars.
John
Fleming,
Mitchell
a member of the local company, accompanied the gentleman orth, hut
Mr. Fleming only" goes to visit trf
northern sections of the state,
o,

.

.

WHEN CHILDREN

CRY

OLTT

n' deep well, are
'And are feverish and
constipated anil have symptoms of worms,
find
will
quick relief In Mother
mother
Orny'a sweet Powders for! Ohlldr. the
standard remedy for 30 years. They U' easy
4 give and children like them. They cleanse
the stomach, act gently eon the bowels and
telle-headarnes
and
break up colds.
teething disorders. We have 10.000 totlmon-(.lis- .
ur
to
ba
and
Ask your druggist
get
Mother Cray's Bwect Powder f ir Children,

P- -

w,

.

Coal and wood bills will grow smaller and labor will It lessened in many
Albuquerque- homes in the future,
to plans which are being perfected by Beeman ci Aver, L'07 Hast
Central avenue. The plan is simply td
let Old Sol heal water for the homes
and the only expense Involved is to
furnish the sun the materials with
which to work.
C.
Wilson, agent for the Day and
Night Solar Heater company of Mon'aiif.,-has
rovia,
placed with the local
firm the right to manufacture the
heating system and Install them in
this territory.
A model of the heating system was
on display at the local firm's store
yesterday and at any time of the day
could open the faucet and
passers-b- y
draw water which was at a boilin;;
heat. The sun did the work.'
The system consis'.s of a supply
tank and a coil system placed in a
framework with one sido of glass.
The coil and interior of the system are
painted black for physical reasons,
namely' the retention of heat. From
this open frame the coil runs into the
tank, where it in turn surrounds a
coil containing the water to be heated.
A
solution is placed in
the heating coil. The rays of tho sun
as attracted to the coil through the
glass front so heat the pipes that one
cannot touch them without being severely burned.
The manufacturers of the system
declare that the tanks will retain their
hot water for a period of two days.
The tanks are insulated against out- sido temperature, operating on the
same system us a Thermos bottle, so
that
heated the water remains
hot for forty-eighours.
Plenty of SiinMiinc.
In these western states and in many
eastern states, too, the sun shines oil
an average of
d
of the total
daylight time. Should tho user of the
system be forved t6 heat his water
of the time with fire he
then would be saving
of his present outlay for fuel. In many
cases this figure is larger but a
estimate is that the sun will
remain hidden oue.fourth of the daytime. Tho only cost of the system is
the first or installation cost, which
is extremely moderate, and twice a
year a few cent's spent in replenishing
the
fluid in the first heater
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I'ickford,

Tlicatcr-rJacI-c

Paramount star, appears us the
ing character in "The Spirit of

lead-

17"

"Animated Weekly World's Kvenls."
Crystal Opera. House Dark.
Ideal Thcuti'i' Margery Wilson and
Joe King starring in "The Hand at the
Window;" also a good comedy.
Lyric Theater "An American Live
Wire," with Karlo Williams mid Urat e
I'arniond in the leading; roles; also a
"Ford Weekly" reel and a comedy
reel.
rastiinc Theater William Fo presents one c,f his greatest s.ars, Theda
Kara, in "Cleopatra," with a three,
days' stand, commencing today. This
one of he best plays
is cuiisitit-rnsuited to the in Uiig of Theila Haul.
I

"ii."
atTheTin:story

non-frce-

ii

fli

8:30

Was

All

Lady,

SUFFER

Did," Says Dallas
Who Gives Cardui
For Her Being Well
I

Mrs. A n ltd ia Hemedios.
Credit
Mrs. Aurelia Tiemed
old, died at 4 o'clock this' afternoon
and Strong Today.
at her apartments. 70S West TIJeras
avenue. Tvnhoitl fever nm tho n
of death. She is survived
bv
one
Dallas, Texas "It is hard to express
daughter anil one son. The body was
taken to Crollott's undertaking rooms the gratitude I feel for the medicine
Funeral
arrangements will bo an that saved
my life," says Mrs. S. W.
nounced later.
Bergen, of 2609 Lake Ave., "That is
a
Maria
fiutlino.
what Cardui did and I would like for
Maria Consuelo
Oudlno, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. others to know, as the few words I say
Pasqual Gudlno. died at her home, may save a lot of suffering for some
1122
South Third street, at 6:30
'clock last night. ' Pneumonia was one....
I suffered everything one can suffer
the cause of death. Funeral, services
will be held at the Sacred Heart and live. My back hurt my head, my
4
o'clock this afternoon.
church at
sidss..,.a weak nervous hurting all
over. . . .Drag, drag and suffer, it was
LIEUTENANT'S LECTURE
I did. No rest and very little sleep
'
all
WILL BE FEATURE
Con-tuel-

CONFERENCE THURSDAY
The lecture by IJeut. Paul Perlgord
of the French army nt tho high sch ol
auditorium Thursday night will bo one
of the Important events of the state
wide war conference which is being
called by the state council of defense
for Thursday and Friday. Lieuten'-an-t
Perigord was priest of tho Catholic church at St. Paul, Minn., before
he Went into the'nrmy anrt was given
leave from his church until the wa
is ended. He will begin his lecture
at 8 o'clock'.
A dinner In his honor and for the
benefit of the war workers will be
siven nt the Y. M. C. A. at ft o'clock
Thursday nleht. TteketB to tho dtn
ner will be fifty cents. Rveryono who
buys a tickets Is entitled to go.

Your taste will tell you
it is.

J1L

how-Roo-

"Bear" In Mind

three-fourt-

OF

Pure, healthful, nourishing, it
is the kind ot a beverage that
you will enjoy yourself and have
sc'ttcd Ia the home.

"If President Wilson is supported in
his policy of driving a Wedge between
lThlerinan people and the Cerrnan
government, (lermany will have a revolution and will see tl.:1 es.abl'islinient
of a Herman demociacy."
So spoke I'r, Ceorge Nasmyth. ex.
ecutive secretary to 1'nlted
States
Fuel Administrator !arfield, in an address delivered at the high school here
last night. Dr. Nasmyth and Sidney
L. Oiilick. a fi rmer missionary to Japan, spoke last night under auspices
of the national committee on churches
and moral alms of the war. Colli men
spoke to students of the high school
""si
yesterday afternoon and to the citizens last night.
nr. ixasniyin, tne rtrst speaker, tlis-- i
cussed ' 'President Wilsons Policy Toward Russia." He discussed at length
the allied treaty with Italy and told
IV Tlicater Tothi
ii: concise language the reception itt
met among tho Russia people. Their
plot, counterfeit r'sgovernments and attitude toward the allies' promise, he
paid, was ilnstrated in their statement
conspiracies against
murder. Desperate, running, fearless, that they "were willing to fight to
l
silent ns the vt ry niht they cloak make the world safe for democracy,
At grocers', stdruggtrta,,
but
themselves in, trnsiiin; to the terror
are
not
etc-- in
they
fact at all
willing to sacrifice
A
MS!
and oaths to uniuiinbered
of their organizations
millions of men in a war
where good
places
from
I
betraying of ooTimiest and annexation."
keep their comrades
'r'n't ttr0 '1-K
'
fcivvw. Ql
each other, the iuhabitnms of this
The speaker declared that the out,iLi,i,.t i.rfrr the ttinsi difficult, baf come
of the discovery of the secret
LEMP Manufacturers
fling problem with which the police treaties between the great nations In
I
and sect's t service are furred to cope. the archives at
when
the
ST'LOU,S
Petrograd,
Morosco,
John
this
Around
setting
'
Forty UnitedJProflt
Russian revolutionists cutne into powhas er,
n
writer,
Sharing Coupun (i
magazine
was
a
of
Justification
complete
cuu pons cacn
woven an intensely interesting mys- President Wilson's
'
A
policy of open didenomination, 20) ara
tery story, called la the Spring."
plomacy.
In every raso.
ptickvd
a
and
girl
eur York unlive inspector
Kxttinngrabl for
"President Wilson determined to
secret service agent have the princi
vuluuUk
premiums,
of
out
the secret chambers the
pal roles. The screen adaptation oi drag
he said, "and to place
Ibis important story iilmed by Trian- conferences,"
them in be clear light tf day where
gle is called "The Hand at the Winall men might know what was being
dow."
done."
Margery Wilson and Handsome Joe
DISTIUBITOHS,
"President Wilson was the first I'lionc 522.
Mug are seen In the leading roles,
Albuquerque, X. M.
while Irene Hunt and Francis Mc-- I statesman to see that a declaration of
in
moral
this trip
aims of the war Is an eshumid have Important parts
'
tl. rilling drama, directed by Raymond sential part of ,hP task, of winning
"PRINCESS PAT" TO
Wells.
"The Hafnl at the Window" the war itself. H0 began by statin HEWY PENALTIES
o selfish purpose
will be shown nt the Ideal theater that America had
FOR
in
VIOLATIONS
this war, that we did not desire any
SHOW HERE THURSDAY
today only.
or any inA good comedy of two reels will conquest or annexations,
OF
FOOD
demnities.
RULINGS
He
declared
feature.
above
follow the
that the
"The Princess Pat", Now York promum which America desired as a reduction of Henry lllossom and Victor
sult of victory in this war are the
AT
PXSTIMi:.
I5A"
VI
In the future violations of the food Herbert will be
"(M.OP
presented at the CryTo make accurate, her portrayal of things which we desire equally for all administrations regulations In New stal theater fo rone
performance, on
Mexico are to bring hoavier penalities.
Cleopatra, sovereign queen of F.gypt, humanity.
Thursday, May 9. Henry Lllossom and
"Tho moral aims of the war which This was
for William Fox's Theda Kara
decision
the
F.
reached by K.
Victor Herbert have become well es
Wilson defined as America's
"Cleopatra." Miss Kara stud, President
alms have spread rapidly until they Cullep, assistant to Hoover, and the tabllsbcd as collaborators in the comied many books and paintings.
state
u
ailminlstrator.here,
following
position of light und musical comedy.
There is only one authentic repre- have become the moral alms of the conference in
regard the penaly asThat "Tho Princess Pat" has its full
democracies in this war. First
sentation of Cleopatra in the world, allied were
by the state administrator in share of succesa la best
adopted by England, then sessed,
and that is a bust in the British mus- they
eum. A few coins bear a likeness of by France, then about n month ago the case of J. J.. White, a merchant of by the fact that it crowded the New
committee from the Italian parlia- Mountalnair, N. M.
York theater last season.
the queen, but none of them shows ament
met with u committee
White appeared before tho adminis-- '
Tho story of tho play has to do with
from
good workmanship.
Jugo-Slathe
nation, repudiated all tratlon here yesterday morning on a the entaglements brought about by
The Kgyptian reliefs are on the
war
on
imperialistic
othaims
the part of charge of having sold flour in slightly tho Princess di Montaldn (noo Patwalls of Dondonh temple and In
er places show the queen only in a Italy, and adopted President Wilson's excess quantities. No one violation rice O'Connor!, otherwise Pat. Her
conveul ional likeness, and cannot be international aims as their own. Not was flagrant, according to tho adminshown a lack cf
husband has
has this strengthened tho morale istrator, but there were between fif- affection for latterly
her and to point cut
regarded us a real portrait. There Is only
of
all
allied
the
nations and made posalso a bust in the Alexandria museum
the error of his way and inclilently
sible the appointment of a supreme teen andthetwenty separata accusations cause
a revival of his earlier demonmerchant. Yesterday's was
commander-in-chie- f
on tho western against
Whites second appnarnnco on the strations of love as well as to save Ltr
front, but already the confidence of same
chum, Grace Holbrooy, from a marcharge.
the Russian people in the good faith
The admlnislarbir after hearing of riage with an elderly man. Pat stnrts
of the allies has been largely restored.
a
little affair with the old duffer that
It now seems possible as n result of (he ease suspended
sentence when
White
to purchase $250 worth serves in act oiupiisn iter uuuoiw
Wilson's
President
the
that
agreed
leadership
:
,
V
but meanwhile the score of HerParis conference on war alms of the of Third Liberty Loan Bonds.
bert is, as usual, n Joy to hear.
allies will at last be held, and if this
Mr. fallen was present at the hearis done, the Russian democracy, which ing and declared a heavier
is idealistic and capable of any sacri- should have been exacted from penalty
Colorado Kiccctls Quota.
White.
fice, can once more be counted upon Ho immediately took the matter up
Denver, Colo., May 6. Colorado
as a powerful factor In helping to with the stater administrator and
outside of Denver
today reported
win the war."
that in the future the penalities $:i7r.,0un in additional subscriptions
Dr. Nasmyth illustrated his address for violation of the regulations
shall to the Third Liberty Loan, it was
by many Interesting experiences gain- be heavy.
tit state campaign headquared during his travels, jusl before the
The state, includters here tonight.
outbreak of th" great war, through
has subscribed 1:18,152,050
Denver
ing
Russia, the Halkans and Turkey, and
and when final reports aro In a subby his experiences in England, (ler- DEPORTATIONS
TO
scription of $1:9,000.000 Is expected.
many and other countries during the
BE INQUIRED INTO The state's quota was $20,312,900.
progress of the war.
The Russian revolution has come
to stay, he predicted in summing up
WOMEN
WHY
lT MOSNINO JOUSNAt. PCIL LAIO WISS
his impressions of Russia, because the
Tucson, Ariz.. May
Grand InvesRussian people are essentially demoDREAD OLD AGE
tigation of the deportation of strikers
cratic, and he believes tho United from
Arizona mining camps will featStates will recognize the Rolsheviki
old ago.
Don't worry
about
wftrry
rn't
as the de facto government in Kussia. ure the May term of the federal dis- about being In other peopln'g wny when you
trict
here
court,
on
It
In
was
ftrn
yearn.
opening
today.
getting
Kfp your body in
Dr. C.ulick opened his address with
e
good condition and you can b at hal ant
the statement that the campaign on Indicated by the charge of Judge
In
your uld'duyi a you were when
immediately after the Jurymen abenny
the moral alms of tho war is not to were sworn
you.
kid, nnd vry on will b glad to
in.
stimulate patriotism.
The kidneys nnd bladdpr are the cause of
In a long charge
during which aetilltt affliction. Kp them clean and In
"It would he an Insult to urge you to
be patriotic: you are that, now as la Judge S'awtelle gave h!B Interpretaproper working r ond It ton. Drive the "poia.
shown by what you are doing in the tion of the htw on the subject, the oii'um w ant m I mm tho nyMm and avoid
urlr
court
II
acid accumulation.
Tako COLD MRD-advised
the
Rod
could
thilt
successive Liberty LoanR, for the
liny
Haarlem oil CapMulea periodically ant
Cross and Young Men's Christian as- be guided bv tho advice of W. ('. Flt.ts
will
you
find
tho
WWW
that
syntem will alwayi
5yVWVvwvwwiiV,vvwwwvvvvvvi
sociation and many other noble en- and O. K. Pagan. Fulled Slates assisbe in perfect wurklng. order.
Tour aptnta
tant attorneys general.
THEDA EARA AS CLEOPATRA.
terprises connected with the war.
will be enlivened, your inuelc made trnnr
to
Roth
do our full part ns patriots
"lint
were
here
attorneys
general
and
have
once
face
mora
your
the look ot
which is popuiariy supposed to repre- there are other
things we must do. today In connection with the filing youth and health.
sent Cleopatra, but most Egyptolo- We must
own
on
war
la
our
Tliera
of
Informations
stop
profiteerguaranteed orand of
uion deportations by Haarlem Oilonly
gists agree that it is some - other ing, war profiteers nrn not patriots, thn
HOLD MEDAL.
'apfuils.
of Justice.
department
woman.
however much thev may wave the flag
The camps where
have There nrn many fuk on the mtrkrt. Be
Cleopatra, Miss Tiara found, was and shout for Wilson nnd the win- followed the activitiesdeportations
of the I. W, W. nine you gt the Original OOLD MEDAL
completely of lireek descent. It is to ning of the war. Bv their deeds they leaders, are Clifton. Jerome.
Imported lluarlem OH C'apsuiea.
They aro
Globe, tho
be supposed therefore, that she re- are helping the kaiser. We must keep
only relfablc. Kor lale by alt flretcloaa
Hisbee
and
Morencl,
Douglas.
In
Creek
sembled the
appearance our own people steady In mind and
druggists.
more than the Egyptians.
Most lawabiding
under all circumstances,
women of Slnccdon, the region from even where there is temptation to ex'
which the siren of the Nile was cess.
. "The special aim of our
and
sprung, are
campaign
to
in
It
presume, therefore, Is to get the people to thinking on
logical
that cieopatra followed the race.
kind
of
of n world
whut
the question
want to
.Popular opinion, however, is deeply we want after Jhe war. We
'
rooted In the belief that tho sovereign stop all future wars, to make the
was a brunette, with dark eyes and world snfe for democracy and demochair. Miss" lia ra ac'ed on this aesump-tio- n racy safe for the world: and to secure
when she devised, her make-u- p
safety.' Justice nnd equal economic op.
for the character.
eor"nHv for all nations and races.,
(
The features of Cleopatra's face small nnd great, weak and strong."
we can
"The onlv way In which
were strongly molded, though smull
and delicate. Ibr nose was aquiline hope to achieve thes things Is by t
yesnations.
of
Justice,
Safety,
and prominent, the nostrils sensitive. league
these
have
the
nations
until
Her mouth was beautifully formed
with finely chiselled lips; while the they will continue to nrepare for wars
$5.00
Justice
be stopped.
eves were Iarr, well placed anil with nnd wars
comes by political organization,
d
eyebrows.
coints and con-- ,
Impartial
"Her beaiily," Plutarch said, "was
police force.
not in itself altogether incomparable, trollingwean honest
"If
really want these things we
is.
nor sueli as to strike those who saw must
beeln to think and' plan for
her.
Millions of Americans must
them.
a
charm and personal unite in their thinking and must unlt,e
."Cleopatra's
magnetism were her greatest qualities. in their actions when the right time
$100
She was small in stature, highly cul- comes, so ns to bring to bear upon
tured and possessed a voice which has congress the needed Influence."
nr. C.ulick is secretary, for the
rarely bei;ti equalled in her beauty of
tone. f.ly the perfection of its modu- American branch of the World Alliin
at
it
all
was
times
lations,
Wonderfully ance for"" International Friendship
secseductive."
is
He
and
also
persuasive
through the churches.
See this wonderful Fox production retary of the commission on internaat l he Pastime theater, beginnig an tional Justice and good will of Fedengage'tnent of three days today, with eral Council of Churches of Christ in
-matinee anil night shows.
America,
From Albuquerque the speakers
will go to Lis Yegas and then Will
Site for New HcliwillHiiise.
work their way through Arizona Into
6.
disThe school
Santa Fe, May
Thev opened their' cam- '
California
trict of Ij Mesa has purchased a site paign at Springfield,' MO. '
upon which the new Kosque school
an addition to the San Miguel school
The Woman's Mission society of the
houso will be built yds summer. Hids Central Avenue Methodist church will
received
for the building of hold a business meeting this afterhave been
an addition to the San Miguel school noon st 3 o'clock at the home of Mrs.
house, also to be constructed this sum-me- r, ,T. K Simms, corner Eighth and Kelo-he- r,
-t

of a patriotic young
American who, with several veterans
of the civil war rescues the whole
township from an Impending disaster
and" tho perils of a strike at the mines,
"The Spirit of '17" furnishes clever
young .lack I'ickford (brother of our
Mary) with a screen success which
brings out his very best work. Written
by Judge Willis Urowii of the Chicago
juvenile court, arranged for the screen
by Julia Crawford lvers, "The Spirit
of '17" was directed by William 1).
Taylor, who has been responsible for
many of Jack Ptckford's recent Paramount successes, such as "The Varcoll,
and "Tom
"Jack and
mint,"
Beeman and Ayer have not yet an. Sawyer." The spiritJill,"
of Ti" will apnounced what plans they have made pear for the first
time, in this town at
for a local factory, but it probably the "B" theater today and tomorrow.
will be located
in connection
with
following the above, there will also
their business, of plumbing.
be rendered a reel of "Animated
Throughout the afternoon yesterday iWeekly World's K vents."
women especially, with a good
percentage of men, gathered at the dem- AT THK I.YKIC.
onstration, which is just outside the
Kurlit Williams, Yitagraph star of
building, and inspected the
international reputation came to movThe skeptical drew some of apparatus.
water
the
pictures because be wouldn't loaf
into a large .bowl provided for the ing
all summer. He was thoroughly eswere
purpose and
surprised to find it tablished as leading man on th" leat the boiling point.
condigitimate stage, but the usual idle,
tions yesterday were Sunlight
only partially ness during the summer got on his
adequate, as a light haze somewhat nerves and he aimlied for extra pat.s
dimmed the rays. Even with the poor at YitaEianh's itronklyn studio. He
light, however, the water was very possessed ideal qualifications fur a
hot. Under the full rays of the sunactor and wilh the
moving
light the water heats to a point where advantagepicture
of a splendid stock trainit almost vaporizes.
was rapid and he
bis
advance
ing,
This new invention in the water never has left Vitagraph.
He is seen to advantage in "An
iie.iung ousiness has won the highest
praiso throughout California
and American Live Wire." the Hlue Rib
hundreds of. the devices have been In. bon feature, which will be the attracstalled.
tion at the Lyric theater today, (trace
Darmdnd, one of photoplay's youngest
DEATHS AND FUNERALS. and must beautiful stars, plays opposite him and in the supporting caste
arc Hal Clements, Miss Toner, Ornil
ltenneLt und
Margaret
I'i'fil Ilruao.
Humphries,
I' red nruze, 31
years old, died at Malcolm Klevins.
h's 'lomn n South Arno street at
Hes.des the above there will be seen
JOrJO o'clock
of "Ford Weekly" and a comeyesterday morning. He a reel
was a locomotive
fireman and came to dy reel.
AlhuquoTque from Columbus, o. Mr
Bruze was a member of the li. of
K. AT Till'. IDI .Al.
and V. The body was removed toI,. the
Almost as interes.ing an the Paris
Strong Undertaking company's rooms. haunts of the Apache and the famous
Burial will ))e in Columbus
old Uarbary coast of San Francisco,
now a thing of the past, is life in the
Italian quarter of New York's unM;ko ;raof.
Mike Graef, 2S years old, died at derworld.
Here are formulated blackhand
his home north of the city at 8:30
o'clock last night. A widow survives.
The bodv wns taUo
ers' undertaking- rooms. Funeral ar
rangements will not bo announced
DRAG DRAG
until the arrival of his father from
Neurone, Tenn.

Hurial will be in S:llltn ltmhn
etery.

ond sparkle
that is CJRVA

George Nasmyth, Secretary of Fuel Administration,
Dr.
and
Gulick
Sidney
' Preach Doctrine of Unity,

one-thir-

Juan Ranches.
Juan Ranches, 20 years old, died at
o'clock last night at his home.
I till KOUth
Ttnrelnu rnnri
Ctnral
services will be hold at 9 o'clock this
morning nt Fred Crollott's chapel.

That wholesome taste of
hops, rich, creamy foam, snap

PRESENT WAR

Dr.
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MORA L AIMS
OF

Employment Service Beeman and Ayer will Esto Place State Headquarters
tablish Fhctory to Manufacat Albuquerque; Arthur Culture New Device Which
ver Appointed Examiner,
Heats Water Without Cost

The slate rlpai-inhouse of the fed-oremployment service as well as a
local branch office of the service will
he located at Albuquerque,
It was
learned hern yesterday.
Along with
the notice that Albuquerque had been
chosen as the city for a clearing house
in New Mexico came the Information
that Arthur C. Culver had been apMr. Culver's
pointed local examiner.
appointment came about through the
AV.
lewlH. disrecommendation of II.
trict superintendent of the service,
who was here several days ago looking over the situation.
The federal employment service, recently made a part of the department
of labor, was created for the purpose
of distributing labor In the states. The
duty of those in charge of the different, branch offices will he to keep a
record of a, shortage or surplus of labor in their districts. In this way, a
more equal distribution of labor can
be brought about.
Employes and employers alike will
be given information at the hraivh
offices regarding working conditions
in different localities. Although ipe-ciattention will be given to th
needs of farm labor, other departments will not be neglected and the
man "eking employment will have a
large field from which to choose.
Branch offices have already been located in several New Mexico towns.
The permanent location
of the
branch office and of tho clearing
house have not been rVcidert. Mr.
s
Culver will open the service'
temporarily In his office, 3 1.2
West Gold avenue.

The World's Best
Beverage

SPEAKERS TELL!

FLIPS FROM THE FJLLUMS

Federal
.

THREE

7, 1918.

or appetite.
I began to have spells.

. . .One
night
told my husband I would try
Cardui. It had been recommended to
me. I begun If and it did do mo good.
It saved my life, I verily believe.
I began to Improve. I grew strong
.1 am a strong and well woman today. I can't say too much for Cardui.
I praise Cardui and' will praise it as
long us I live.
Whenever I feel the need of a tonic,
I send and get a bottle of Cardui and
it helps me, seems to be what I need."
Cardui may be what you need. Try
Cardui. It's a mild, medicinal female
tonic, that has helped many thousands
of women in the past 40 years. It
should help you.
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Was the Lucky Number drawn
terday morning entitling the holder
to a
laundry coupon book. W. F.
Switzer held the winning number.
Save all your numbers for each
chance at the Big Prize,
good for
the
Liberty Bond. After weekly,
.drawings for the lucky number, all
numbers dropped
receptacle at
laundry during the week, including
the lucky one just drawn, are placed
in a larger container for the Big
Drawing.

ThelmperialLaundryCo.
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Albuquerque Morning Journal, Tuesday, May
Pitcher Bought for $50,000 Saying
Good-b- y
to an Owner of the Chicago Cubs SCHALK'S TRIPLE

HAMILTON
FIFTH

STRAIGHT
Li-i-.,

f;

i'

,

GAME FROM CUBS

11, IS

Pitcher's Effective Work and
Hard Hitting of Teammates
Enables

to

Pittsburgh,
feat Chicago,
IBY

MONNIha JOUBNAL
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.
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24

4
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All. U. H.
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1
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CLEVELANP

ALEXANDER.
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.

.

i'
Hb

ninth.

1

SAILED

Two-bas-

rover Cleveland
Alexander
has
Joined the
arii'y and will report i,t
If Alexander is as
Camp Kur.ston.
good at battle
as bis Macedonian
mimc-si.ltwatch out Huns.
If

igait there

New York

Xw

York 8: Hwm I.
Hnton, May 0. New York cleaned
uo the series by beating Boston.
evan held tho visitors well until the.
when they made five runs. A
heflvv wlnd.nnd mi;, atorm accom-- ;
rmnied hy lightnine- interrupted this
big inn'g for New York, delaying the
game fifteen minutes. Sallee was hi',
often and hard by Boston, but received
much better support than Canavan
Score:
Xew York.
A B. II. H. PO A. E.
n
3
0
0
Tourer, rf
n
0
Kauff, cf
n
0
Burns, If
0
3
0
Zimmermnn. 3b
0
4
2
Bodrlguez. 2b
0
4
3
.
Fletcher, ss
2
9
Holke, lb
2
t 0
Rarlden, e
C
1
2
Sallee, p
.

13

S

Ifi

2

.

n
2
0
0

0
0

4

.

.

1

0

.

.

1

3
r,

1

2
1

1

0

fi

1

hallsOff

0.
llrooklvn 2: I'liilaili-lplilBrooklvn. N. Y.. May 6. Bunching
error
by
an
three hits and aided by
Luderus in the first, Brooklyn shu
out Philadelphia. Cravsth prevented
alfair for
the game being a
singled to cenPhiladelphia when he two
out
ter In the ninth with
a

200 000

0002

BrooHlyn
Bat'.eries:
Oeschget; and
Burns; Griner and Wheat.

1

2

5

A

....

.SI ti It 27
Totals
K.
R,
Score by innings:
1
021 000 001- - -- 4
Cleveland
1
040 200 OOx- 6
Chicago
-- Weaver
Two-hasbits
Summarv:
hit
2, Wambsganss, Wood. Three-bas- e
Sacrifice bits McMullen,
Schalk.
Sacrifice fly Bcnz
Weaver, dandil
Double play Chapman to WambsBases on balls
STANQING OF THE TEAMS ganss to Williams.
Off Coumbo 2, Kaber 2, Knz.mann 1.
Innings pitched Bcnz 2, Faber 7,
x vriox.w, i,i:(;ci:
Coumbo 4, Knzmann 4. Struck out
W.
J..
Pet. Benz 1, Faber 5, Coumhe 1, Knzmann
New York
14
.033 3. Wild pitch
Enzmann.
4
11
.733
Chicago
7
s
.53:1
Pitisburgh
New
York 10: Itoston 3.
ft
s
Pbilaileliiliia
.500
New York, May 6. The New York
g
'incinmiti
,421 Americans made a clean sweep of
fi
10
.375 their three-gam- e
Brooklyn
series with Boston.
C
St. Louis
11
.353 The Yankees drove May out in the
3
i:osion
13
.1 8.S
Jones
hit
equally hard.
fight and
Pitcher Ruth, who substituted ut
ami .ricax
first base for Hoblitzel of Boston,
W.
L.
Pet. drovo his second home run into the
0
Boston
.(Sfi7
la
games.
field in successive
rigid
7
0
Cleveland
.5(13 Score:
fi
S
Detroit
.571
HOHtOtl.
fi
7
.538
Chicago
,
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
S
I)
New York
.529
1
1
2
0
rf
iooper,
9
.400
Philadelphia
5
5
3
0
0
. .
2b .
Shean,
10
.375
Washington
cf
5
10
.333 String,
St. Louis
Se hang, If .
Mclnnis, 31i
Ruth, lb
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY Scott, ss
Agnew, c .
,,

in

x.

.

...3

1

1!

.

!

.

'
j

DUKE CITY

two-third-

$20.-00-

Re-ta-

x

Hudson for Signs
Wall Paper

111

Hudson for
Picture Frames

.

Mays,

xatioxu,

p

'
'

PERSHING'S CABLE
TO TEXAS READ HERE

Jones,

Cincinnati at St. Louis.
Chicago at Pittsburgh.
Philadelphia at New York.
Brooklyn at Boston.

.

Contractor

W

,

over-Km-r- if

K'

II-

.

1

no-h- it

0

Faber, p

LUMBER

e

.""

Hit by pucner uj v
Home, Burns, htruck
Wild
2.
Salle-1, Canavan
,,,,1BvCanavan.
pitch

.000 000 000

.1

If

e

1.

.

1

en-te-

snc-cets- 's

cr

Score-

4

11

-

1

Philadelphia

.

1

:

le

Two-bas-

on

.

,.:'

i

35 4 12
is
Totals . .
R. H. K.
Scoro by innings:
-- 8
13
j
200
005
010
New York
3
2
003 000 1004
Boston . .
lilts Kauff.
Summary Three-bas- e e
hit Zimmcr- Ca fin van
man. Stolen base Rehg, Kelley. Sac
rifice hits Herzog. Rehg. Sacrifice
Sallee,
Rodriguez, Zimmerman,
flv
u',-.nrwinhle 1. lavs Rodriguez to
Wilson
Fletcher to Holke; Smith to
Unses

II

.,.,

;

t

3

v.nMohv

3

2

.

1

0

0

1

I

.

i

0
0
0
0

0
0

0

4

WILL CUT RATION
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1

0

4

.

gen-Thir-

Not only have the children of the
nation been delighted by the doings
Fourth St. anil Copper Ave.
of tho "Katzenjammer Kids" in the
3 10 24 19
31
.
Totals
of the country's
Sunelay
supplements
New York.
liave hail
BY HOOVER AGENT newspapers. The grown-up- s
AB. R. II PO. A. E.
their laughs over these two mlschev-iou- s
(I
0
0
0
0
. . .
rf
Cilhoulcjr,
on
And
boys.
Jack Dcmpyt v. third man in the
Friday night at the
2
2
0
Mi:itli'AX I.K.JfR.
"I assure' you that the- - AmeriI'eckinpaugh, ss
Crystal theater Albuquerque will have
championship limelight, don't whine
2
3
01
31.
Cleveland
can
flake'r,
1
at
e
Chicago.
an opportunity of seeing' the Katzene'vpeelilieiiiary feui'cs uppre'e'l-atWallace Hesseldcn
about ihe length of Ihe bout. All lie
4
St. Louis at Detroit,
llic sacrifices maele by your
Pratt, 2h
jammer family in the flesh; and in
wants is a chance. A man who Is clean
1
0
II
Boston
at
Pipp,
slate
towarel
gre:it
nelelition
Washington.
the
to
a
the
winning
family
proper,
in every sense of the word: who has
General
Ho.lie, If
war. The 1'nited slates will win
New York at' Philadelphia.
chorus of handsome girls, who can
ihe grit anc' who packs a clever and
0
0
f
Miller,
(Jie saerifi(-of
men.
thii.ugh
care
dance
and
We
their
arc In n position to give
away
delight
henllhv punch: .lack is the only Toil
1
Hannah, c
money anil e'liiiforis, anel tlie
mure value feir the money than
patrons with song.
5
material in the world today.
Mogiidge, p
troops aln'aily here will have
Tlie new proeliution Is a musical
any oilier lU'ILUlNO HUM in
lie has not dodged them at any slage
(e kntiw
part f what comedy of a different sort. It is
this vicinity.
of th
.30 10 13 27 IS
To;als
tin' laigcM state in the union is
game and n"vcr having run
direction
of
under
ASSOCIATION
SOUTHERN
(lazzolo,
produced
n circus is not
Uffico With
Si'ore by innings:
iloing Ihi'iuigh the -- Slurs anel
Clifford and Is clean, huanil
lethargic. Sporting an- Catls
3
8 10
Boston
000 300 000
Stripe-s.thorities predict his ultimate raiceossp
tlieir trcni'li ncwsiiapi r.
A
morous
and
The
New Yenk ..000 330 31x
10 13 0
over both of the present contenders.
Superior Lum- Pcrsliing..'
number of new and
song bits
Batteries:. Afavs. Junes nnil Aonew
The above cable from Pershing, have added a spice to jingly
At Birmingham 1: Atlanta 4.
If he ever does irot the belt, lie will
which
the
play
A
ber & Mill Co.
Alogriilge and Hannah.
At .Mobile Ii; Little Hock 4.
eommaneler of the American expedi. presents as a whole, a rare combinanot hide it. It will hang out where .unhits Sehang, tiemary fore'es, to State Fooel Aeiininl-siato- r tion of mirth and entertainment.
Summary: Two-bas- e
At Chattanooga, 1; Nashville 4.
PHONE 377
worthy fighter may get a chance at it.
Peelen of Texas, was read yesScott, Agnew, Pipp, Boelie,
Baker.
At New orlcans-Memphi- s
postponed Threcba.se
hits
Mclnnis.
F.
E.
Sacrifice
by
terday
late.
assistant
to
Cullen,
train
In Minnesota
the hammer-throFillingcm to ltraves.
hits Scott. Alelnnis, Shea, Pratt. Sac Herbert Hoover, at the reirnlar semi.
has given place to the
Boston, May 6. Pitcher Dana
toss."
rifice
Double plays Hoop-- 1 monthly meeting of the be'aels of
in colb'ire trne'k meets. Whatever
purchaseil from Indiarapolis,
of the New
it, Ruth, Agne w. Scott Pipp to Peck-- i partnu-ntfooel
These tiny CAPSULES
itoston National league
Mo-- l
Germany has had are elue. to
on
Bas;s
balls
Off
M. c. a. elln- - reported
inpaugb.
administration
the
y.
ire superior to Balsam
Pitcher Ca! Criini and
toeiay.
i.ni;.re iiuie srie- nas nir years taugiit Helping Boy Scouts
giielge 1, Mays U, Jones
mg rooms. Cullen eh'clared that the chili
of Copaiba, Cubebi or
Inmngsl
Clarence
Baseman
lefti
First
Covington
' i
1.1
4
Hit substance of this message 111'ghl well
niniv
Jones
pitclied .Mays
v
lnjections,and
Boost Liberty Loan by
to join the Indianapoli?
here
tonight
be
'
n
nnnvrAIe
RELIEVES
Hy
'"
to
In (MIDY)
pitehiiNew Mexico in that the team in
applieel
Mays (Aliller), by
'".
payment for Killingeni.
HOURS th
""j
giielge (Shean).
pe'ople of this s.nte are making an
o,....- iwcw .eon.- .u
24
Manager Stallings announceel the
our voutn won t nurt. .Minnesota is
equally great saerifi.-- of the comforts release
lame diseasei withunder optional agreements ol
of life for Ihe ono big job of America,
out inconvenience.
taking a ood step.
Philaelelpliia, Pa May fi. WashFred
to
Outfielder
Torontoand
Bailey
S'oM bv all itrttoQitlt.
ington poiinilid
three- Philadelphia winning the war. He also ealled at- of Ca.cher Willard AleOraw to Jersey
pitchers today and won. Poor work tention to (he fact that the message City.
Harvey Thorp, a Kansas City boxer,
contains
first
Bcrsing's
as
statement
anil Otto Wallace of tho south we st,
by the local outfielders got Gregg into
to the oiiti eiine of the war: "The I'nit-e- d
trouble after the Athletics hail
have had many, many conles's in Ihe
State-- s
will win."
a le'ad in the first. Ayers was gained
seiunred riiu'. in an attempt to disr,"-steady
"Wheat is
per cent of our nacover "who Is the best man."- - Now
until the eighth
when the locals tional foeiel." 37
Cullen
told those preshiinehi'd a triple, two doubles ami ent. "In
Otto wins, now Harvey Is ahead. A
Ni'w Mexlcei the
three singles, for five runs.
suggestion the larger number of.tier-man- s
is even greater. With wh-a- percentage
t
having
Sceire by innings:
slain in France by either might
R. II. E. fornieil such a
large proportion of the
come nearer a dee'sbm
Washington ..021 302 111 11 !l 5 loo.l in New Mexico,
and would
to ask more re-- i
nrove far mere profitable to humani2
7 11
Philadelphia .101 000 050
tiie lions on the people of this state
Batteries: Ayers
and
Ainsmith: would be askintr an
ty.
ir.
Gregg, (leaiy, Shea anel McAvoy.
trance wheat is 52 per cent of the nation's
fooel.
Or again, Jimmy Rvana of Kansis
New Mexico has achieved
Detroit, Alich., May 6. Detroit hit a 00 pe r cent conservation
Citv might meet erne after the other
already."
three St. Louis pitchers freely. DavenAir. Cullen praised the work
and
conclusion might be drawn.
of the
local foeiel administration and espeport who slarted the game, was reThey, however might object. Evans
sponsible for his team's defeat, the cially the
has but one object during his fights
Which has
four hits and four bases on balls he been given the administration by the
to down his opponent.
That might
allowed aceounting for four of
A shipment of the famous L. S.
general public throughout the state.
not nrove sat'sfactory either to Otto
Ho promised that a goenl
runs.
oft the
or Harvey. Kvans has little love for
report
Scoro by innings:
R. H. E. situation in New Mexico shall reach
.'iher man anil in a former bout with
mechanical tools just arrived.
ft- lauds
000 000 120 3 5 1 Hoover in Washington.
Thorpe proved that lie was after a
Detroit
3
000 13x 9 14

A. K.

AB. R.

.
Rebg, rf
Herzog, 2b
Kelly, cf ...
Massey, If
Smith. 3b . .
Konetchy, lb
Bawlings, ss
Wilson, e .
Canavan, p .

to be rejoicing

i

.

37

lilu-'-

about October

still Willar.'. and l'ulton, yes
Colonel Miller too, se.mi to think
that ihe public is easy enough lo
ii,.Ve the world's ehanitiionshhi ,n
, ,
at H!.lk(, jn ,h(,lr t,,n
x
c it u C me tine alone may
.00
be ntj stake but never the champion- ship itself. Either laziness makes the
men desire to avoid
the necessary
trailing for a longer bout or their pro- posed exhibition will be a farce. Only
a fluke could give either much of ii
decL'-iotin ten rounds.

.

Ronton

is

And

d

1

Totals

raw's icnnant conteml-ier- s
continue at their pres.nl

MeC,

i

1

.

John

of HOT

1

.

The Innocent Suffer liven Into the j
d
hope. This remedy has been in
and I'ouilh (icnerations,
eral use for more than fifty years. It
Is,
But lie lief Is Now in Sight.
purely vegetable, and contains not
.
particle of any chemical, and acts
It has long been accepted as a mat- - Iapromptly
on the blood by routing all
ter of course that the sins of the fath- - traces of the taint, and restoring
it to
ers must be suffered by innocent pos - u"inuu0 1,umy'
Some of the most distressing cases
terity, yet it is hard to become reconblood
poison have
Food Administration Will Limit ciled to this conditio. The heritage, of transmitted
yielded to the treat men t of S. S.
of physical
inno
and
is
be
a
should
considered
iase
handicap
Sales to Manufacturers of under which infirmity
until this great remedy ha'i
thousands must face the curable
n
bei
given a thorough trial. S. S. S.
Essential
Less
Products; battle of Lfe,
acts an an
to every impurity
Scrofula is prohablv the most no- in the Mood.antidote
You can obtain it at any
Must Have Certificates,
ticeable of the transmitted hlood dis
drag store. ()Ur chief medical ad- orders, though ther no
men e visor will take pleasure n giving von
severe diseases ut the bloodinner
that
pass witnout cost any advice that your
Wiih the navion facing a serious su froi.i one generation to another. No
case
Write
ear shortage, the national food ad matter what inherited blood taint you to Swift Specificreeiuires.
Co., 4 33 Swift Labora
in
bo
will
may
S.
S.
ministration at Washington
laboring under, S.
offers atory, Atlanta, Ca.
short time put into effect a plan ra- tioning sugar sales to manufacturers'
of essentials and loss-- r
essentials, RED CROSS
'OFFICERS ELECTED BY
BENEFIT
Manufactures berire pure basing su- -.
which
obtain
must
certificates,
gar
HELD
AT
BERNALILLO
WOMEN AMERICAN ARMY
now are being printed feir New Mex-- !
ico, from the state food ailministra- A bazaar feir the benefit of the Re.!
tors, who will issue them on a basis
The Women of the Ameri.-aarmy
of a sworn statement showing last
"'
' C"U1V wi" held at vU ru t four officers to fill out vacan- ,
,
,
use
of
i
sugar.
"
nam
year's
ino
large
pi,
aused
at
their
by
resignations,
,l.n,...t.l f.... .u..
.......
AftiT Mav 15 all dralcrs arc I'orbid- c
in'' uo iinnni i.ini ...
me pouring rain a
eien to sell sugar to any manunc - nuiviiiiiMiiiiing
,;
u.t'.'.
',,lu,lh
turer exempt bakers and public eating large numiier of people both from
aplain: Airs. R. P. Barnes, first
anil the surrounding elis
plaees,4exc( pt upon surrender of ".he
.Mrs. Cora Al. Morrison, s?eond
certificates. Important essentials are triets attended.
A successful
sale of needle worl lieutenant; Airs. II. S. Benton, einlerlv.
ice cream, canned fruits, vegetable s.
milk, meat, nieelieines tiul proilue'ers was conducted "by .Mrs. Rockhold
Sheep em the Diaeiiollel.
of these article's will receive their nor- Airs, nlson Scligman anil Miss
Chicago, May C. Charles A. Comi.s-ke'.(iareia, and an ice cream
mal reiiuirements. either muniifuc. tilowned- of the Chie'ago American
ers, as for example! canely makers, will booth in idiai'ge of Airs. .Vleacliem and
.Martinez proved to be: league baseball club, today followed
receive only Ml pen- wnt of last year's .Miss Anita
the
Alex Bfown conducted
example' of President Wilson in
a
use.
popular.
sheep on the White House
I.oeal food officials sny that
his raffle for the benefit of tile loe'.a! pas.urlng
lawn, and purchased ten of the
creler will go into effect in New Mex- chapter and at tho close of he enteras assistants lo his ground
tainment all unsold articles were
ico on the same elate.
at auction by Al osiers. S. Sellg-- k'M'P'r. It is expected that sheep will
"The new plan is lo obtain a fair plneoeland A.
in
Volis.
keeping the muss short and
help
distribution of sugar," the stale ael-- j
the xa.mpb-- , if generally 'followed,
The committee in charge of the
)
minis. rator here said yesterday. "The!
of
t.ilnmenl consisted
Mi'Sdames may he lp in relieving the wool shortuseless use e.f sugar is to be prohibit-- j Rockhold,
age.
chairman; Oleson, S.
eel.
am planning alsei lo lake up the
l'ilicettle, Aleaehcm, Ve.hs aiil
matter with restaurants, cafes' an I; also Messrs.
Byrne, IPown and Hart.
hotels, and xpect thai th" open sugar Alusie was furnished
by Allss Soell eif
bowl will b". abolishi'il. The! patrons A buiueriiie anel
Miss
Canelclaiia
will lie able 10 get what sugar is nec- Castillo of Bernalillo.
Paints, Oils, GiasH. Mnlllieilel Roeifing
essary but we must eliminate waste.
and Building Paper.
If we can voluntarily reduce the conCOUNTY'S
sumption of sugar from ninety pounds BERNALILLO
J. c. BALDRIDGE LUMBER
per person per year lo sixty pounds,
QUOTA FOR RED CROSS
the people ejf England, France anel
COMPANY
Belgium will receive twice as much as
CAMPAIGN
IS
elo
$20,000
ani( then will he getting
they now s
of what the Amerionly
cans will be consuming."
Bernalillo county's quota to the
K. F. Cullem, an assistant of Hoover,
Red Cross campaign which is
who remained here yesterday to com. national
0
to
be held May 20 to .May 27 Is
Cleaners-Hatte- rs
plete an inspection of the local adwas
it
announced by members of
ministration's work, eh clareel that for the local committee
last night. The
two years ficrmany has had a sugar
Phone llfi.
at ion of twe pourn'M per person per American Red Cross society is asking 220 West Gold.
month. Recently this ration was di- for 100,000,000, the same amount they
vided and now the Germans consume asked and raised In the last campaign. THE
WM. FARR COMPANY
epiota for New .Mexico will be
only one pound pel person per month. The
$1
This is $60,000 more than
Americans now are using
Wliedesale
ninety the58,000.'
and
In
Dealers
state raised in the last drive.
pounds per person per year, which
FIti:,SH
AM) SALT MEATS
was ninety-tw- o
the be Although A!bueuereiue's quota will
pounds before
Sausage a Specialty
furnished from the patriots war For
war. We should bo using, lie says,
Cattle end Hogs the Ruling
only twenty-sipounds for the same fune it was saiel yesterday that per1'rlccs Arc Paid
Market
timo. France is consuming ten pounds sons who had not subscribed to the
per person per year Sind Italy is us- patriots fund might be asked 'to contribute to the Red Cross at some time
ing fourteen pounds.
"The sugar also is needed for our during the campaign. The committee
solellers," Cullen said. "It is a peculiar has a complete list eif persons who
fact that soldiers need much sugar. have not subscribed to this fund. The
This Is proved by the speed with amount raised in the campaign will be
which a soldier elisposes of a box of useel for Red Cross work,
the sociof
canely or the amount of sugar he eats already having enough on hand lo
when he is on furlough and can get
an lie wants. We must cut down the nay for overhead expenses.
lus u ctmweeiii piion
America. It, is
not exactly rationing but is an eepial KATZENJAMMER
KIDS
and fair distribution. ef tho product
COMING TO ALBUQUERQUE
between us and our allies."
ts

i,r,;ri
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Cliiraiio.
All. It. H PO.

1

C,

P-n-

.

10

24

Heuz,

--

IT. K.

Can-ian-

9

.

$50,-her-

4

in

4

Felsch, ef .
Oaiidil, lb
MrMullen, 3b
Schalk, c

CHARLES WEEGHAMj

"Alexander the Great," star pitcher, whom the C is bought for
e
;000 from the Philadelphia Natimial League club,
shown saying
o.v io i naries Weeghman.
one ,,f the iwners of the Cubs, as lie was
leaving for a military camp. Alexander was among the stars of baseball
Tor the army.
He tnusl give tip a salary of at least $12,000 a, year
ito work 'for I'ncle Sam for SSft i, i.,.,n,
He pitched three games for the Cubs this season, winning two, reach
game cost the club $16, SU6.fi- - and bis salary for the time since he began
to trail!.'

Pcore by innings:
II.
1
2
001 010 000
Chicago
7 14
4
lOx
.021
012.
Pittsburg
Patterifs: Hendrix, Walker and Kl- liott: Hamilton and Archer.
e
hits Hollo- Summai'v:
eher, Merkle. Kilduff. Stengel,
Three base hits Mollwitz.
l,
Home run King. Stolen base
Mollwitz 2: Carey, Stengel. Sacrifice
hit Cutshaw. Double
plays Mc- Kechnie. Cuishaw, Mollwltz:
Caton,
Cutshaw, Mollwltz. Pases on balls
Off Hamilton 2: Walker
Innings
Pitched Hendrix
Walker 2
Struck out Ry Hendrix 1: Walker
Hamilton 4. Wild pitch By Hamilton

.

,

, . .

86

Collins, rf
Weaver, c.s .
Uisberg, 21)

l.lacison,

.14
7 14 27
Totals
xttntted for Elliott, in ninth.

rt

xfirnney ,
Knzmann, p
.sxCavanaugh
xxxMiller

Railed for Ooumlm in fifth,
Batted for Knzmann In ninth,
xxx Patted for O'Neill in ninth.

.

Canavan

Coil m bo, p

Totals

.

.

If

x
xx

4

xxPatted for Wallker

1

O'Neill, c

.1.

Canton, s.i
Mollwltz, lb
Carey, cf
Stengel, rf
Cutshaw.
King, If . .
McKechnle,
Archer, c . .
Hamilton, p
.

I

(r MORNIN .IOUHNAL SPECIAL LCASKO Wltl
Chicago. May . SchulkV
which sent three runs a ross triple,
the
'li.te in the Second and Hen.' sacrifice
which
fiy
netted another run and
hunched hits in the fourth was enough
to beat Cleveland.
Score:
Cleveland.
ah. it I r.n PO.
2
Chapman, ss ...
0
Turner, :ib
Speaker, jrf
Hoth, rf
Wanibsgnnss, 2b
Williams, lb

0

'iltsburgl

.

p

....

WfV

1

a

'

,t

"
.

Totals

j

.

Hendrix, p
Walker, p
1

;

0
0

.

vZeleler.

Vt

m

'

-

-

4

t

FOR SOX

Sacrifice Fly in Fourth
Lands Another and Spells
Defeat for Indians; Chicago
Bunches Hits,

fl

4

d

AMD

'

1

lb

v
fa
i ,t

,

I

1 P

Pfi

artCIAL LtA.IO WP.I

hitting hy his team mates enabling
Plttsbugh to elefeut Chicago after nine
consecutive victories.
By virtue of
the game and Philadelphia's defeat
Ty Brooklyn,
Pittsburgh went into
third place in the National league.
Hendrix was hit hard ami timely
until one man had been retired in the
sixth inning, when he was relieved by
Walker, after King had sent a home
run Into the right field bleachers. The
score:
Cliicngo.
AH. II. H. P i. A V..
4
Hollot'hcr. pr
n
::
ii
0
Murk, if
ii
4
Mann, If
:!
0
Paskert, cf
Merkle-

Hit

V

De-

The Horrible Handicap
of Poisoned Blood.

III! SHORTAGE

Benz

Pittsburgh. Fa., May i. Hamilton
won his fifth straight game, his effective pitching coupled with hiinl

Klldnff. 2b
Deal, :;h
Kllinti, c

NETS THREE

7, 1918.

Adams,

.
St. I.ouis 3; Cincinnati
St. Louis, May 6. Smith wavered (definite decision.
two
scored
in the seventh. St. Louis
runs and beat Cincinnati. Ames allowed hut four hits.
R. II. E. HUSBANDS AND WIVES
Score:
1
4
100 (100 0001
Cincinnati
TO HOLD TENNIS MEET
.000 001 20X 3 7 1
St. Louis . .
. Ba.terics: Smith and Wingo; Ames
'V BlnMI.ll JPUNl SPECIAL LCAICO' W.Nt)
and Snyder.
New
York, May fi.' A championship tournament in mixed doubles for
husbands anil wives will be plaved on
ASSOCIATION
AMERICAN
tho courts of the New York Tennis
club here beginning June 13 under the
direction of the fnite'd State's National Lawn Tennis association. Airs
At Kansas City 4; St. Paul 10.
May Sutton
Buiuly of Iis Angeles.
At Columbus 3; I.ouisiville 4.
Mrs. Marshall AlcLaln of New York.
7.
At Toledo 2; Indianapolis
W.
Airs.
Ocorgo
4.
Wlghtman of Boston,
At Milwaukee 5: Minneapolis
Mrs. Fdward Raymond of New York
and other former national champions,
pa'red with their husbands, stand as
eli"lblos.
WESTERN LEAGUE
England has held a championship
of this kind for many years. To conform to thn Knirlish custom the Amer- At Topeka 0; Hutchinson 9.
li'an1 tournament is to be designated
At Wichita 2; Joplin 1.
las a national championship next year
3.
At Deg Moines 4; Omaha
At Sioux City 6; St. Joseph J
Fo't!all Star Killed in France.
With the American Army in France,
For a Sprained Ankle.
Alay 6 (by 1ho Associated Press.)
As eion a spossblle after the inlury Lieut. John
Rosenwald of the medical
is received get a bottle of Chambercorps, who was formerly one of the
lain's Liniment and follow the plain 1est known of the western football
.printed , directions which acompany players, has been killed by shell tiro
in the Luneville sector.
the bottle.

Starrett

104

Batteries:
Leiflelel. M.
Davenport,
Houck ami Nunamaker, Hale; Erick-so- n
anil Yelle.

STATE ASKED TO GIVE
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STARRETT TOOLS

50 DOCTORS TO ARMY

E. WEST.'

The Boy Scouts of America, under
the leadership of James E. West,
Chief Scout Executive, are making
a great drive as "monners un" in
the Liberty Loan campaign.
They
are ambitious to exceed their record
of $102,084,100 sale of bonds in the
Second Liberty Loan. In the first
Liberty Loan campaign they sold
$23,238,250 worth of bonds. The boys
are making this drive by special
qtiest of Secretary of the Treasury
AlcAdoo. Chief Scout Executive West
is adding 1,200 Boy .Scouts a day to
his membership, which on April 30
' was 332,116.

New Alexico must place fifty doctors
in tho medical reserve corps by July
in oreler to fulfill Its quota in the
nation's call for medical men for urmy
service. Preparations are now under
way by the medical men to see that
the state doe.s its share. A telegram
from Or, John W. Eld?r, who Is now
in Washington, to Div George K. Angle, secretary of the state' committee
of tho medical section of the national
counsil of defense last night asks that
enrollments be speeded up. Dr. Elder
will return home Friday.

j-e-

-

Do Yon Enjoy Life?
A man in
good physical condition is
almost certain to oniov life, while the
bilious and dyspeptic are despondent.
uo not enjoy their meals and feel
food share of the time. This
ill feeling Is nearly always unnecessary. A few doses of Chamberlain's
Tablets to tone uo the stomach, lm- rrove the digestion and regulate the
bowels is all that is needed. Try lt.

John R. Svfanger, former secretary
state in Missouri and present state
deputy head consul for the Modern
Woodmen of America in New Mexico.
Arizona, Utah and Nevada, arrived
here Monday to assist tho local camp
ii campaign lor new members
n
mo organization.
A meeting of the
Albunuereiue camp will bo held In the
I O. O. F. hall tomorrow
night when
plans will be made for the membership drive. The drive will continue
for thirty days and a large number of
recruits is expected.
Mr. Swanger is at present' managing editor and principal owner of tho
Sedalia Capital, one of the leading
newspapers of his native state. Is art- elilion to his office as a state executive he also was bank commissioner
fliifl'lOlfi was a candidate for governor of Missouri.
His wife's healtl
brought him to New Mexico. Ho hassJ
taken apartmentB here and probably
will make his headquarters In Albuquerque for several months.
Mr. Swanger expressed himself as
well pleased with the city and declares
the neonln are progressively patriotic
and hospitable."
of
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W. A. OFFICIAL
WILL MANAGE BIG
MEMBERSHIP DRIVE

Included are calipers from 5 to
scales for combination
graduation scales.
squares and
10-inc-

12-in-

h,

ch

ch

These tools are becoming harder to
get and if you are in need of any'
better call at- -

J. K0RBER

&

GO.

Albuquerque's Big Hardware Store
Phone 878. '
220 N. Second.

.

'a

I

L U Wl.B E R CemP?aster

Albuquerque Lumber
Company
FIRST STREET
423 NOKTH

i

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Tuesday, May

United States Officer Gives lGov. Hunt
IJ
m
l
or
men
Account
If
niriiiing
Great German Offensive
1

LikesiU. SMARiNEsMflS

CRUGES BOY

13

LAYS

The first

great
Ottawa, 111., May
the German drive, by a participant in the fighting, has reached the world via Ottawa, 111.
It's the story of a soldier an American officer in the thick
of the battle. He is First Lieut. Koswell T. Pettit, recently
transferred from the British Medical Corps to the American
Expeditionary Force.
in a letter written to his father, Dr. J. W.
It
Pettit of this city.
Although he saw only a' small part of the battle which resulted in the retreat of the Fifth British army at St. Quentin,
Lieutenant Pettit's account thrills with the stress of one of the
greatest conflicts of world's history, as the letter was written
immediaely after he had left the firing line and is not 'conThe letter follows:
fused with
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Day"
for Feet, Every Day

"Corn-Les- s

I'm

"C.H-It,thft
"
irp:it Torn lUvery!
MukfH Corns l'ffl Kinlit W!
iliiimtunnri 1.Hw. Sh the
Ttok at
two finKfTR tx'fUm: nfi' ii ruin us thuutrh It
smila uunana popI! Anil the man
ing while he's (U.insr it! All dom painlessly,
"Gota-U- '.
a a
tuiicht
moment
The
joyfully.

'
Corn-reele- d

Hip

fmlv

Ktr

Grim tip.

IIm ovrnil

Thorough

enrn or callus Ihn (front h In
It
tnki-- s
hut t
to aunlv " i"ts-It.- "
The corn-m- i in Is aw'd at nrv.:o. Yuu ean
ur walk about, dance
pit at your
wnrk
ust
think. lov nii-ahsnlutp.
You ran apply 'Vft-U- "
cnvnimtly almost any whore when ymi can take your
Klme and stocking off fur a moment or two.
"Gots-It- "
dries at ome; then put your shoo
and st'u'ktnsr on again. Thoro's no further
exr use fur suffering from corns and cortical ns.
"tT't-U,"
the guaranteed,
money hack
the only sure way. cstB Imt
f'd by 12. Law
n, liitlv iM any drug storo.
retire & '., 4'Yfeatro. III.
Hold in Alhuijuenjue atid recommended as
the world's best corn remedy liy ot well
trug Co., Butt's, Inc., and Alvarado Thar-niac-
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Our orders to move finally came and
marched off to the brigade as-- 1
sembly point several miles away. In
a large wood there was a battery of
heavy artillery and shells were dropping in there two or three a minute,
and It was heavy stuff, too.
Sometimes they overshot the big
wood and shells were landing near
where my brigade had its assembly
point. As we approached our little
copse we could make all this out from
some distance away and it wasn't u
pleasant sensation to feel we were
we

LADIES! DARKEN

,

YOUR GRAY RAIR

""ZV!0

Use Grandma's Sage Tea and
arrived and in
must have been
that
there
little
copse
and
Nobody iat least 2.000 men. What
Sulphur Recipe
a chance if
the Germans only knew! Rut the
Will Know,
in front of u
shells continued to
The use of Sage and Sulphur for
restoring faded, gray hair to its natural color dates back to grandmother'
time. She used it to keep her hair
beautifully dark, glossy and attractive.
Whenever her hair took on that dull,
faded or streaked appearance, this
simple mixture was applied wdth wonderful effect
But brewing at home is mussy and
by asking ut

Nowadays,

any drug store for a bottleCom-of
"Wyeth's Sage and Sulphur
pound, " you will get this famous old
the addipreparation. Improved by which
can
tion of other ingredients,
natural
restore
be depended upon to
color and beauty to the hair.

n
A
downtown druggist
says it darkens the hair so naturally
and evenlv that nobody can tell it has
been applied. You Dimply dampen a
sponge or soft brush with it , anu
draw this through your hair, taking
one strand at a time. P.y morning
the gray hair disappears, and after
another application 6r two. It becomes beautifully dark and glossy.
Wyeth's Sage rind Sulphur Compound is a delightful toilet requisite
for those wly desire a more youthful
appearance. It is not intended for
the cure, mitigation or prevention of
disease.
well-know-

drop
and on either side, but none landed
and
after
us,
among
waiting there for
three nours, expecting to be blown
to bits any second, we finally moved
forward.
Just as we lett the copae
from behind us. up over a ridge, came
a stream of galloping horses.
Artillery in Action.
"It's the cavalry," some one shoutsoon
ed but
I made out limbers and
field guns.
They galloped past us going like
mad. took up a position to our right,
swung into position, unlimbered, und
in two minutes were blazing away. It
was a thrilling sight,
In going forward we went around
the end of the larger wood in front
of us. over ground that was torn to
bits by the heavy shell firp that had
hist preceded, over another
edge.
.across n valley, and under the crest
the
we
found
of a hill.' And here
tanks going over the top of the hill to
take up their position. At this point
we were still about a mile from the
front line.
At this place I opened up an aid
post under the crest of the hill to take
care of what wounded came in while
we were getting into position. I looked hack across the vulley we had Just
traversed.
Shrapnel was bursting in the air.
shells were whizzing overhead, and
our guns behind us were
belching

V0
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LIQUIDS AND PASTES. FOR BLACK, WHITE, TAN, DARK
BROWN OR
SHOES. PRESERVE THE LEATHER.
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F. DAILET COKfORAHOKS,

LIMITED, BUFFALO,
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Covernor Hunt of Arizona, has declared that if the age limit, which
now is 3(i years, for Fnited Stales marines can be lowered be will enlist in
The above picture was taken on the state
the branch of the services.
capitol' grounds at Phoenix, Ariz., and proves that Governor Hunt likes the
marines.
Paul-O- .
Kdison, a sergeant of marines, who is In charge of the re2
West Washcruiting sendee for marines, at the station in Phoenix. 11
ington street, has opened a strenuous campaign for recruits. An advant
age offered by service with these sailors is quick action. Marines were
among the first American troops to engage in the pp'stnt war and have
a record of "get there quick" in the history of the I'nited States.
In Ihe meantime
to liven up again.
headquarters hail beni istablished In
a sunken road with bunks about
Shell Misses Traiii.
feet high on either side (later
A railroad ran through the valley
anil an engine pulling a collide of flat this cut was half filled with dead).
solaid
lioti.- was in a dugout nearby
A
My
cars was going by.
couple of
diers were sitting on the rear truck and gradually things got bolter and
swdns their feet. A shell burst on the hotter.
Our men had dug themselves
track and only missed the last car
about fifteen yards. Neither man was and were popping away with their rion.
went
fles. The field latteries behind UF
hit und the train
blitjiely
barrage, airplanes
By this time it was getting along were putting up
toward evening, the sun was sinking were circulating overhead, both ours
in the west, and finally went down a ami the Germans'. The Germans put
groat ball of fire. At the time. I re- up a counter barrage, th" machine

forth the fire.

The noise was deafen-

ing.

flf-tu- n

-

111

Gouraud's

;

noticed its color. It was
member,
blood red and had a sinister look.
iiinntlnti nr til lit It
vl'.,o U
hnv-r.lemonltion ?
bp(m
The drumming of the guns
twilight gradually deepened
into night, the signalers stopped thenand took up their Hash
signals, a fog dropped down on
put tli o lights out of business, and
when we left to go forward under Ihe
cover of darkness thev were busy
linn;
putting out their tolenbone
signalers and runners don't haV'i an
easy time,
Ilebind us a shell landed in an ammunition dump and it went up with
ammunition
n roar; then the rifle
started going off like a great hunchof
and
great tongues
of firecrackers,
flame lit up the sky.
Sleeps Vndcr 1'ire.
had
It is reported that the Germans
broken through our lino and we were
counter-attack
in the morning. We
to
without a single
got into positions
an aid post in an
casualty. I opened
old dugout and settled down to sleep
think it
You may
until morning.
such
funnv that one could sleep under since
conditions, but I had been up seven
had tramped about six or
miles, had had u rather trying day and
was dog tired.
settled flown on the rough
So i
I
nmi was soon asleep.
i..i, fin been
asleep a couple ot
must have
came from headhours when u runner
were to move
quarters and told us1 we
at my
looked
off Immediately.
30 a. m. on tne
watch and it was
.
second day.
fol.
We went back to the railroad,
some
six
a
lowed It nreund to position
miles to the north of us, landing there
flopped
about. 4 in the morning and
down on the floor of some abandoned
or- our
v....
lunit fiii'ibrr orders,
bout !l o'clock. We,
marched up across the op. n prairie
the sun shining, and It was reuuy nm.
IfcM'lieH Slu ll liattcry.
days
Just like some of the atwarm
home. In
we get the last of March
for us
was
necessary
it
forward
going
yards in front
to march seventy-fiv- e
of thiee batteries of field guns. There
shoot
are six guns to a battery. They
shell and while we
an eighteen-poun- d
wera there each gun was shooting
twice to the minute. You can Imagine
the
the racket when, I tell you bethatheard
discharge of one gunIn cun
addition the
about four miles.
boche was trying to knock out th sh
his
battery and he wastoodropping
clore for com- shells a little
1

i

e

,,

1?

-

1

I
I made a lovoly mistake.
was to establish nn aid post ne.Tr bat.
talion headquarters and went blithely
met a company commandon when
er and asked him where to go.
Back there about a quarter of a
mile," ho replied. "This Is the front
center company. If you keep on in
are
the direction you are going you and
going right up over that ridge
for you with a
Fritz will be waiting
.
machine gun."
IvnH' From Trap.
cSo my sergeant and orderly and
mvself didn't waste any time In cleara galing. On the way back I found corrulon can full of water, got Into a
a
wash
and
and
had
gated iron shelter
n shave. It certainly felt good. I don't
believe I had washed for thirty-si- x
hours. It was warm and bright. I
could look out of my shelter and see
our support lines digging themselves
in several hundred yards away. The
cannon fire ceased, the machine guns
to an occasional fitful
settled
hurst and H was midday of a bcuuti.
ful spring day.
A couple of partridge flew over me.
What did they know or care about
all this noise und racket and men getting up in line and killing each other?
Along about 3 o'clock, things began
1

'

,,

1
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six-inc-

THE CALL

tonight, and If It doesn't
Listen to me! Take no more sick-- 1 spoonful
enintr. salivating calomel when bilious straighten you right up and make you
or constipated.
Don t lose a day's "ci line ami wfjoious uy iiiuiimiib, i
Had-Beewant yuu 10 go duck 10 wte M.cie unu
vour money, ikiiixuii a i.ivur iuim
Culoine! Is mercury or quicksilver gel
is destroyiner the .sale of calomel bewhich causes necrosis of the bones. cause it is real liver medicine; entireCalomel, wucn it comes in contact ly vegetable, therefore it can not saliivttli c.i,.. Kilo ' nr.,
w '""" int..
"1,u 1, ' ",lln vate or make you sick.
RMriiL ni!IPTCH TO MOHKlNfl JOUDNAl)
"Plhis
's 'llc" " fe''' tllat
Mav fi. Lieut.
N. :,(..
I.as
I guarantee that one spoonful of
i
lawful nausea and cramping.
If vou Dodsnn's
Liver Tune will put your
...,
Joseph I'. IMcscnbu ry. who was kdled
;f
0l,t;.
knk(.,,
shiKKish liver to work and clean your
in action in 1' ranee on April .s. wasy0lu. )Ver ls l0.,li(1 Bm,
howPls
bowels of that sour bile and constiin Ijis truces in is','4. He wasjstipaled or you have headache, di.zi-edis clogging your
atcd in the public schools and at ness. coated touRiie, if breath is bad or pated waste which
and making yon feel miserable.
the Hlate college at .Mesilla Park. He'slomach sour just take n spoonful ot system
I
guarantee that a bottle of Dodson's
was commissioned a second lieutenant harmless Uodson's I.iver Tone.
Liver Tone will keep your entire famIn the army in May, 1913. Shortly
Here's my guarantee Oo to any ily feeling fine for months. Give it to
be was made a first lieutenstore and get a bottle of Dodson's your children. It Is harmless; doesn't
ant and quickly promoted to .be rank Crwg
Liver Tone for a few cents. Take a gripe and they like its pleusa.nt tanie.
of captain.
His command was sent to France
in January, 111 IT. and for a long time
Koswell T. Petit, M. P.. ('., is relieved
w hen
from duty with the Lritish army ami
......
v
,?.. ,,,.,'. ;,i,i
i,,,,,,,!! th'it until about 10 o'clock at
will proceed to the A. K. F., where he
ivi; were ordered to re, ire.
captured the f.rst iitroiun gun unu,1
will report for duty."
Wounded Mack.
fairy
the first German prisoners ever cap-leave for Paris in the morning.
There was no way of getting out
bv the American
forces. (Mil
so This has been a long tale, but the half
Iuf, I, 11 limr ht was iv mc i:t t u la te.l the wounded ,that we had collected, on
of li hasn t been told. I hope I haven t
arers carried them
in a telegram 'from General Pershing the stretchcr-bof ' bcl i' st ret idlers for six or seve u m lies. strung it out too much.
i.i
ihn
In fact, we all helped, und when wcf
have just been informed that all
the forces said
..
,,. i .wi, ,,, , v . . ...
,
Kn Mill, Ml nt milieu ill u r.rtu ,.
j
"You and your detachment have set In thei, l
morning of the fifth day we faHine into the hands of the enemy.
a pace fi r others to follow."
were all m.
shall probably want yon to send me
I .leu t it
Qnesenberry was unmarcould
move, but after two some things from home, but will see
its
ried.
father, mother and two big bowls hardly
w
can get here first. Your son,
hat
of hot tea and some hard
brothers and three sisters reside here. tack turned
lto.SWF.LL.
in on the floor and slept
His rothi r Fred Is a first liniten-- i like, a
we
when
for
four
hours,
ant in the national army, now sta- moved tologalio, her
place anil opened a
tioned at Hot Springs, aik.
station,
TWELVE REGISTRANTS
The' dead soldier s father is one of dressing
(in the way a German airplane came
(he best known ranchers i:i the .les. down
TO LEAVE LOS LUNAS
and crashed near the road, hut
silla valley. For several years he was
neither the pilot nor observer were
a member of the Llcphant Unite WaON MAV 10 FOR CAMP
were
of
rather
hurt. They
a couple
ter I'Mors' association und is a regent neat
looking lads uhout 'li years old.
ol ,he Xew Mexico American and MeAnd so It went for three days more,
PICIAL CORRItfONMNCf TO KORNINS JOURNAL!
chanical Arts college.
open- a dressing station, retire (some
Los Lunas, N. M., May 6. The folvnvw
titmu ,t,t Ihe I'unl lnii.r ,,i ,i
lowing registrants will leave here for
but we wanted to stick it out as long Utile to cat except what we foraged! training camp on Friday, May 10:
from ubandrtireil camps and dumps,
Itanion
H.irreras, Alanine: Just
as we could.
Lorenzo Jaramillo,
tired, sleeping when and where Trujillo, Helen;
Put not more than hour later a dog
we could, and finally the division was Ct hoyeta
.Manuel
'ebo.
Sandoval,
medical officer rushed in from one of relieved. We now saw- our first civilAlfredo
Ceboyeta;
Gallegos,
the battalions und between gasps for ians, and la.'t night I slept in a bed yetn;
liamor.
Helen;
Gabaldon,
breath told us the Germans were on It wasn't much of a bed, and the mat. Serafln
Lopez, Helen; Desiderio Casthe edge of the village, had shot him tress was full of humps but to get my Claudio
do
.lose
los Iteyes Padilla,
tillo. P.elen;
through the sleeve with a machine boots off in y sore and aching feet, to Jarales;
Oscar Garcia. Peralta; Juan
gun bullet (luckily that was all), an.l s, retell out, and know I wouldn.t be
Romero. I)s
ilamon
Key;
Marque.;
tor us to beat it.
routed out in fifteen minutes well, Lunus.
Let me tell you we did. I threw you couldn't have bought that bed for
my knapsack and made the first hun$100.
dred yards in nothing flat und then
Transferri'il to A. li I'.
to
was
a
down
settled
walk because I
Beautifies
lld you ever read Robert W. Servso out of breath I couldn't run any- ice's
description of the retriut from
more.
Mons. Well, that's the way I felt.:
The Incessant scream and crash and
Tramp, trump, the grim road, the
bang of the shells kept up and the
road from Mons to Wipers;
of the machine guns never
I've iiamnured out this ditty with
ceased. The village Immediately be.
me bruised and bleeding feet;
hind us was a seething muss of brick
tramp, the dim road
kin a delicately clear, 'ifi
Renders to th
dust, smoke, flame and bursting shells. Tramp,
We didn't have no pipers
Marlvwhit. tnmnltfukMi. Rrlnilft hack I he k'
We were told on our way back that a
All bellies that were 'oiler was the
unooth
ynuth. Reult
loft
uppearanceof
'J
stand wus to be made behind this vilarc Imtant and improvement cuiutant.
drums we 'ad to beat.
lage, sy we circled around it and took
The
ninth
the
around
day, sitting
up a position about a half mile be- fire In our mess
after the best dinner
hind it at a crossroads.
we had had In days, the commandh
for
a
lotus,
Unfortunately
ing officer handed me some papers
tery came into action ulmut fifty yards and said, "Here Is something that will
Send 10c. tor Trial Sin
from us, and aside from the harassing
interest you, Petit. I want to say that
IFERD. T. HOPKINS St SON,NcwYoriejj
f the terrific noise, batteries we shall be sorry to lose
effect
you."
are always unpleasant neighbors, as
And this is what it was: "Lieut.
-

1

ft

If

bilious, constipated and headread
achy
my guarantee.

,

s.

but an infinitesimal part nf a gigantic
whole and it would be impossible for
me to give a correct description of the
battle.
And as
write this, I do it
with no knowledge
whatsoever of
what has been Boini; on even a few
miles from ine.
I huvc not seen a paper in eight
days; I have received no mail, and the
received
only information we have
lias been by word of mouth, and most
of what, we hear must be wild rumors. For example: The French have
advanced twenty miles at Verdun, the
Americans have taken Osteml, and
are on the'r way to Zeebruffne, and a
a rent naval battle has been foiiRlit in
the North sea.
ilriti.sh On I numbered.
All I know is that on this part ot
the front the Germans attacked us in
overwhelming numbers, in places ten
divisions to our one; that they suffered terrible losses, hut finally broke
through our lines of defense, one
after another, und fiKhting for the
most part, a rear Kuard action, we
have retired about fifteen miles in a
straight line.
For a week before the battle started
we had Ken expecting it: we were
ready to move on thirty minutes' notice. I had been out with combatant
as welt as medical officers on tours
of reconnoisanee,
definite methods of
evacuation of the wounded had been
worked out, and our plans of counterattack been made. After four or five
days of waiting, the storm finally
broke.
The boche opened up on us at 5 a.
m. March 21, with the heaviest barrage I have ever heard, "Stand to,"
was sounded; we turned out, dressed,
and had nil our equipment packed in
Then we sat down
thirty minutes.
and waited for orders to move. The
barrage kept up continuously, sometimes heavier and then of less intensity, sometimes it seemed to he to the
north of us and then suddenly It
switched to the south.
Airidano.i Scout Position.
Our balloons were up as soon as it
was lisht and the airplanes were luizz-inover our heads. The ground mist
gradually cleared and the Germans
put a hail of shrapnel on our camp
and vi all took cover, but three men
were hit. Why Is it a fellow always
feels safer with a roof over his head.
even if he knows bullets and shrapnel
and nieces of shell will ro through

Calomel sickens!

Lieut, Joseph F, Qucsenberryj
Kiled in' Action in France on'
Abroad!
April 28;
Almost a Year,

picture of

eye-witne- ss

E

DOWN

RIS COUNTRY

FO

March 31. 1913.
Now that Ihn show
Dear Fatlur:
is over for mo for the time belli?, and
1
have time to breathe and sleep and
eat and write, I'll try and tell you
about the battle. P.efore you receive
this you will have had the whole
story from the papers, but 1 know
you will he interested ' in knowing
What.
did in the affair.
of course, the thinys I saw were

Tonight! Take Docison's Liver Tone!
Better Than Calome! For Liver
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First Lieut. Roswell T. Pettit, of Ottawa, 111.,
Describes Launching of Hindenburg Drive
on March 21.

after-imnression-

FIVE

7, 1918.
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i Oriental Cream!j

'

six-inc-

guns were going like mail. Iwasatand-incolonel on a little rise of ground
al..ive .be sunken road when the Germans broke through about ti mile to
the north of us. They could be plainly seen pouring over the ridge in close
formation.
Tanks Drive Hun
Then the tanks came up, ami you
should have sei n them run! Just like
rabbits; the iniiks relircd: the bodies
reformed aiul came at it again. They,
tell mil that at certain places our men
withstood fifteen successive attacks!
ami that the Germans went down In
one Welshman told mej
thousands,
thut his gun accounted for seventy.
five in three minutes during one wave.'
Machine gun bullets were nipping:
around me, the shellflre was getting
hotter, and even though It was a won- derfnl sight to watch I decided "discretion was the better part of valor,"
or something like 1mt, and got down!
in my dugout.
1 was
sitting there smoking a cigar-- 1
ct when my orderly came down and!
said I was heing relieved and was to
go back and work with the ambu
lance, iitteen Hours inter the mun
that relieved me was captured. I!ut I
am getting ahead of my story.
1 went
back to the udvanced dressing station through the hottest shell-fir- e
I ever ex erienced.
More than
once
went down on my face when
a shell burst and the piece went whizzing over my head.
spent the night
in a mined village where the ad.
vanced dressing station was located,
and all night they shelled it to blazes.
H was remarkable how few disunities they had.
Mull Hits post.
About
o'clock the morning of the
third day a shll blew in the side of
our post, bill luckily no one was hurt.
Wn stuck to it until about i in tii,
suw our men re
afternoon, whi n
tiring over a ridge In front of us,
keeping up a emilinuous machine gun
and rifle fin. and we beat it back
to another village und opened uncther
,
post,
About 10 o'clock on the morning of'
the fourth day Lord Thyme, my colonel when
was with the batiullou,
stumbled into the shack where 1 was
sitting. He looked like a ghost. He
had lost his bat, his face was covered
with a four days' beard, the pweat had
traced tracks in the dust from his
forehead to his chin. Hie sleeve was
torn und bloody and he had a gash
in his arm wherj he had been struck
by a piece of fiyiiiK shell case.
"My God, dee, are you here?" ho
said. "Y u got out Just in time. The
battalion is till gone. The sunken road
is filled with dead
mostly Huns,
damn 'cm. The line .broke on the
right; wc wire surrounded and at the
last we were fighting back and buck.
Only thirty of us got away."
Germain IJroak Uno.
So we knew the boche had broken
through to our right and our left, and
it was a question of how long it would
be before, we, too, were surrounded,
g
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Can You Stand It ?
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City Manager

at $4500 per

year, what does he do to warrant
such an exorbitant salary outside
of making public speeches?
Gentle Taxpayer, let your eyes
wander over the staff retained by
our City Manager:
Consulting Engineer, paid for consultation
City Engineer
$1,900.00 Per Year
Assistant City Engineer
$1,200.00 Per Year
.$1,900.00 Per Year
City Clerk
Assistant City Clerk
$960.00 Per Year
$1,200.00 Per Year
Sanitary Inspector
A recent arrival from Chicago, 111.
ot abandon our City Manager Plan?
Allot the work of City Manager to each of City Commissioners.
HI Paso, Texas,' has abandoned the City Manager plan, the Commissioners have taken over his duties.

Why

Why can't Albuquerque do the same?
We honestly believe
will cure any case of
Eczema or otner skin disease.
Come in and let us tell vou
CRAN-OLEN-

E

It. L'so one Jar of Crano-len- e
Ointment; If dissatisfied with
results your money will be refunded. In jars. 25c. Jl and 12.50.

about

Alvarado Pharmacy, Albuqueraue, N. M.
rre. AriUrrw CnuiotoiM, Box E.
tjiimplea
iHrnrA,

Kit tin.

Come to Central School, Third and Lead Ave., this evening, at 8
o'clock and let's talk this salary question over, open discussion to all

TAXPAYERS' LIBERTY LEAGUE
.

HUGH F. WATERS, Sec'y.

Albuquerque Morning Journal. Tuesday, May
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WHY MKN WORK.

Henry Ford hus been the butt of
many a jibe because of the fate which
overtook his peace party a few years
ago, while his "Pride of letroit" has
and Joked about
been caruauned
more than any other similar motor
car on the market today. Tint when
nil is said and done, und layins all
ridicule aside, Mr. Ford is one of the
big men of the country today. He not
only does tbinns swiftly and efficiently, but his treatment of labor is one
of
of the astonishing innovations
modern times. His plan of $" a day
ns a minimum for all employes in his
plant was sneered at and made linht
of by other large manufacturers when
it was announced. But Mr. Ford has
given the .scheme a trial and it has
worked out nicely.
In these days of strikes and dissat.
isfaction in the ranks of labor it is interesting to read Henry Ford's views.
In an article in a recent issue of the
Literary Digest, under the caption
"Why Men Work," he said.
"Men don't work for money alone.
Ten dollars a day will not hold men in
eome places. The things of life that
are worth while make the strongest
appeal to the workman. Above all,
ho must have something to hope for
in the future. There must be something in the plant, in the business,
that ho can tie to and look forward
to. Many war plants are having labor troubles because the men know
that the business is built on a speculation for a quick profit and will 1j
Such plants offer their
dropped.
workers no hope.
"The case with which we have been
able, to increase production at the
Koid plant was due largely to the
of the vast army
willing
of workers. We have had no strike,
no wage discussion. Our men have
eagerly, willing turned to every task
that has been set for them. They
credit for most of the progress
that we have made in the production!
of ships, tractors and airplane parts.
They know that the country in not
seeking profit from war work. Corporate and business leadership that
measures its success by war profits in
the balance sheet cannot object if
workmen take the same viewpoint.
Profiteering breeds distrust and an.
Yet today smooth teamtagonism.
work between labor and leadership is
needed for the very life of our nation. Today ev1y man must lose
himself in order to find with his
w-man
his soul anew in the nation.
"Our democracy is on trial. Can
our institutions bring out the latent,
energies of our people anti the moral
forces of discipline and order? Can
we subordinate individual selfishness
luid profiteering to the welfare of the
group? If so and I am sure that we
can we shall win the war. We know
that armed robbery and
belong to the primitive afces; today
civilized men take their cases to court.
In supporting President Wilson's national policies we stand for o reign
Of Justice and right among nations.
With him we are fighting for the birth
of a new world order based upon the
rights of the common people."
"Men won't work for money alone."
"He must have something to hope
for in the future, in the business, that
lie can tie ta and look forward to.'
How many heads of our large industrial concerns view labor from
these angles? Not many of them. The
average laboring man is looked upon
as a mere link in the huge chain. He
goes along performing his duties con
scious of the fact that sooner or later
Jie will be replaced with a new link,
He has ho interest in the business,
'
nothing to inspire him, nothing to
look forward to.
When men of Henry Ford's type
ore placed at .the helm of the bust
nesses employing large numbers of
men, and adopt his methods of deal
tng with the workmen under them, we
shall witness a lessening of strife be
iween capital and labor. '
fello-

.
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WII.IIIXM "THE lU N.'

Hun," who as early as the fourth
century before Christ, led his hordes
of barbarians into northern Europe
devastating and pillaging with charwhich
brutality,
acteristic
has maintained even today.
History records that Atilla was
known as the "Fear of the World,"
and the "Scourge (if Ootl." Kaiser
Wilhelm's greatest ainbilion, as evi-

7, 1918.

ANOTHER DEAD ONE.

could write to me. I gave her a ring
had made from a piece of shell case,
but I guess she had hundreds of them

at that.

(Jet-ma-

denced hy his war policies, is to terrify the. world and frighten its people
into submission. Atilla himself is betitle,
for the
lieved
responsible
"Scourge of the World.'' In this he
merely preceded Wilhelm who, in the
present world war has continually
linked bis name with that of find,
forcing upon his people the statement
that "nie und Oott" will win the war.
Khortlcy befor the year 441 Atilla
himself the "man-chil- d
proclaimed
destined to rule over the world." Tn
the year 1014 Wilhelm made such
statements, perhaps not in the st'. ne
worls but in substance the same.
Atilla met his defeat at the hands of
a people over whom his tyranny had
but Hltle effect
They disregarded
his statement of world power and
were responsible for the stinging defeat he received before the close of
his bloody life. Wilhelm met his defeat at the hands of the allied nations to whom Liberty is sacred, and
upon whom his bravado statements
regarding world power have not the
slightest effect. Atilla's terror-spreaing politdes lost their terrors after a
time. Wilhelm's terrorizing policies
already have lost their terror for all
of the real manhood of the world.
Theodosius, ruler of a small province over which Atilla tyranized, was
the first to disregard the demands of
the Hun and as such was the first
step in his downfall. France was the
first to disregard the Oerntan emperor's idiotic demands and as such was
the first slop in what is destined to
be his downfall into oblivion.
The comparison becomes' an analoAtilla's
as history
proceeds.
gy
friends, if they were in reality friends,
were men who humbled themselves
before him and who argot their own
bedignity, prostrating themselves
fore him In craven submission. Wilhelm's friends are, either war mad as
himself or of the "yellow type" which
would kiss his boot wero the fancy to
d
have them do so strike the
war lord. Iioastful, braggados, craven
at heart, quick to take advantage of a
weak opponent, William of Hohcnzol-leris in truth, an exact counterpart
of his ancient ancestor. With his misshapen body alojie does Wilhelm
differ from the original Hun.
Atilla's hordes are pictured in many
a history bearing upon their fierce
some
unfortunate woman
horses
whom they had debauched and whom
they carried away, or hurling to
death beneath their horses' feet some
innocent babe. Wilhelm himself, has
rot the iron in his blood which places
him at the front rank of the battle
as was Atilla. Rather does he sit in
the temporary safety of his palace and
apthere, drunken with
plause, hatch out in his foul mind the
Carefully has
villany of a super-hel- l.
he planned and the execution of those
plans mean death and disgrace to
women and little children.
Atilla, however war mad he may
have been, reckoned the cost to his
own men. Here the analogy ceases,
for Wilhelm cares nothing for the life
or welfare of his people. He, Is a
knave, driven to insanity with a hope
which he knows, now that America
has entered the war, can never be
fulfilled. And yet that same stubborn characteristic which drove Atilla
on his mad career, bo that at length
outraged nature stopped him in a
the
envelops
manner,
headlong
shrunken sou of the man with the
shrunken body today, ho that he, )0,
is plunging headlong to his own defeat und death.
self-style-

n,

'.

self-ma-

Once a year we hear about tho
queen of May, but we never see one
till sometime in July.
AITOCIIAT

I1ARLKYCOUX BADLY
BKATKN".

The list of casualties from the bat'
tle in Michigan is in. Dead, 3,285 saslightly
loons and 62 .breweries;
wounded, 8,400 employes.
The wounded are already on the
high road to recovery. The war creates such a demand for workmen that
idlers run the risk of being mistaken
for German spies.
But, in the closing up of Detroit we
notice several places of heavy patronage under whose regulations women could enter unattended but no man
could enter unless accompanied by a
female. The police of any city whe
permit a public place, call it saloon,
cabaret or club, 4o run under such
regulations are simply promoting ruin
of innocent gii'ls and catering to pro.
fossional prostitution.
Have wo any such concerns in our

town?
seems

Detroit

to

have

double-clinche-

d

her dryness by drinking up
all the liquor in town, April 30.
The collar trust has 'sent word to
the haberdashers that prices are to
be raised. From every side we get it
tn the neck.
'

i

Well, old Mill the kaiser, we
out thirty-tw- o
ships of 240,000

turned
tons in

April, anyway, and we)ve just begun
to get a move on.
A pacifist has Just been 'elected to
office In Berlin. A couple of air raids
on Berlin and you wouldn't be able
to find anything except pacifists.

Truly has Frederick Wllhelm Ho- A pair of leather shoes' costs (83 In
henzollern, Prussian emperor, earned
the title, or epithet, as it has now be- Budapest amd it costs )20 to have your
If shoes cost that
d.
come, "the Hun," for a search of his- shoes
cobblers peg the
the
much,
of
maybe
the
the
pres
similarity
tory plainly
s
onto the We feet.
ent German ruler and "Allilla the
half-sole-

half-sole-
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"Hut this Herman doctor would not
to her. That would not
say good-by- e
have made me sore, but it made this- Krench girl feel very bad, audi she began to cry. tine of the French officers
saw her and found out about the doctor, and the officer went up and spoke
to the German. Then the French officer left, and the German called to
the nmse and she went over to him
and stopped crying.
"They talked for a little while, and
then she put cut her hands as if she
was going to leave. ITeput out his
hands too, and. took hohPof hers. And
then he twisted her wrists and broke
them. We heard the snap.
Dila't Xectl to Shoot llim.
- "There were men in that ward who
had not been on foot since the day
ibey came to the hospital, and oiie of
tbm was supposed to be dying, but
when he heard
scream it is an nh- solute fact that there was not a man
left. !n bed.
"I need not tell you what we did to
that German.-- They did not need n
shoot him after we got through with
Jiim. They did shoot what was left
of him to make sure, however.
"Now. have heard peonle say that
It is not the Germans that we ar
fighting, hut the kaiser and bis system
V vou take this doctor. He was not
an ignnrnnt peasant.
lie waN not n
dupe nor a misguided but well moan-int- ?
soul. He Was nn educated man
who hai'i been trained all his life to
help people out of pain, but not to
cause it. And ho was not where ho
wmld have lo obev the kaiser or any
other German. Also it
a fact that
this nurse, had literally saved his life.
He broke that girl's wrists simply because he wanted to. Also he Is a very
fair sample of all the
I have
met. H Is Germans of this bind we
are fighting not merely the kaiser.
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WITH SCISSORS
AND PASTE
INVASION AIDS ITALIAN MOH.l,K.
''Ignorance brought about the Italin October, 1917," says
ian smash-u- p
Herbert Corey, the American war correspondent, in Everbody's for May.
"Just plain, ignorance ignorance
of the Three K's. Other things helped;
but
ignorance the sort
that aches made it possible.
"That Italian smash coming on the
heels of the Russian collapse, was a
damaging blow to tho allies. Ml"
critics spoke of it as a debacle. Lloyd
George called it a disaster. Perhaps it
deferred the final victory for a year.
"Yet in one aspect that failure was
a triumph for democracy.
The Italians ran away because,
primarily,
not
hail
known
what tljey were,
they
fighting for. Invasion created a national spirit. A week later they were
fighting valiantly as ever, because a
new nationalism had been born."
bone-felo-

n

.

Combination Tlint .Makes for Better
Health This Spring.
Every man and woman who would
enjoy good health this Spring, and
would have such life and strength as
not to be a slacker, but equal to
must have an abundance of iron
in the blood.
The new iron tonic, Peptiron. combines this valuable metal in medicinal
form so that it is easily absorbed and
readily assimilated.
Peptiron also includes pepsin, nux,
celery, gentian and other tonfes,
nerve helps, digestive and carminamedicine in the
tives a health-givin- g
form of chocolate-coate- d
pills, convenient and pleasant to take. It has
given entire satisfaction in cases of
anemia or thin blood, paleness, nerve
)nn or two Peptdebility, brain-fairon after each meal will quickly tell a
results.
marvellous
of
story
Peptiron Is prepared by its originators, C. f. Jtood Co., Lowell. Mass.
A

any-thin-

FOUR AMERICANS ARE
AWARDED CROSSES
BY

UORNINf JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASID AIRS)

Withthe American Army in France,
May' 6 (by the Associated Press.)
One American officer and three privates were awarded the cross of war
at a hospital near Verdun lat evening
for gallantry displayed in the recent
shock' troops on
raid by German
American positions. The awards were
made by a French general, who was
accompanied by an American general.
The soldiers decorated are:
Lieut. Harry J. Kelly, Ottawa, 111.
Private Dewey I. Smith, Steens,
Miss,

Private George

A. Hopkins,

Md.

llaltl-mor-

.

.

e,

Private Aloysius Brown, Brooklyn,

N. Y.

Cause of licadaclie.

By knowing tne cause a disease may
often be avoided. This is particularly

true of headache. The most common
cause of headache is a disordered
which may
stomach or
to he Conrad Cattle company, which be corrected constipation,
taking a few doses of
will pasture near Dalhart. Mob Kich-ard- s Chamberlain'sbyTablets.
Try it. Many
at the same time shipped 100 others have obtained permanent
relief
head of stuff. Other cattle shipments by
Tablets.
these
They are
are expected from Carlsbad and Ava-lo- n easytaking
to take and mild and geiule in
yards.
effeet.

-

,.;;,.
,

Shipment of Yearlings.
i ansnau,
6.
me first
j. ai., May
of yearlings from
rxtensive shipment
Carlsbad was made by the Merchant
Livestock company, which last week
shippeil out 1,201) head of choice stuff
i
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"BLOOD AND IRON"
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Hun Doctor Shows Gratitude for
Hospital Care by BreakinglBotk
Wrists of Woman! Who Nursed Him
Out of the chaos of war has come
a story of adventurous American
youth that pales most of tho other
tales hitherto considered the acme of
thrilling narration. The hero of these
exploits fighting In the foreign legion, serving aboard a French battleship, landing at Suvia Bay, fighting In
the trenches and suffering hellish torture In a German prison camp is a
lad named Albert X. epew. He has
been a gunner and chief petty officer
In the United States navy, a member
of the foreign legion of Franco and
captain of si gun turret on the French
battleship Cassnrd.
As permanent testimonials of his

It Is now costing the United States
more than $50,000,000 a day and that
figure will be tremendously increased
too Mi e n rtF.n
before the end of this. year. These
(F.verybotly's Magazine.)
United States Senator Howard Suth- amazing statistics give an illustration
erland of West Virginia,; tells a s'ory .f what civilization must pay as the
about a mountain youth who visited a price of Germany's madness.
recruiting office in the senator's state
for the purpose of enlisting 1n the
FMKHSOX IX I!) 18,
regular army. The examing physician
(Norman Hapgood.)
found the young man sound as a dolEmerson urges us to lie "not cowards
lar, but thnt he had flat'feet.
"I'm sorry,' said the physician, "but fleeing before a revolution, but reWe, the
I'll have to turn you down. You've not deemers and benefactors."
favored and educated,
must, make
flat feet."
changes from being made violently by
The moutaineer looked sorrowful,
"N'o way fo me to git n it, then?" he the mob yes. but thnt it not the highest reason for making them. The
Inquired.
"I guess not. Willi those flat feet highest argument is that they are
of yours, you wouldn't be able to right. Says Emerson again: "The reward, of a, thing well done is to have
march even five Utiles."
done it. The thief steals from himself,
The youth from the mountains studied a moment. Finally he said: "I'll the swindler swindles hinise'f. You
must
pay at last ' our own dcht." And
tell you why I hate this so darned bad,
AmerYon see- I walked nigh on to one hun once again from this deepest of
ican thinkers: "Treat men as pawns
dred' and fifteen miles over the mounand you shall suffer as
tains to git here, and gosh, how I hate and ninepins,
well as they. If you leave out their
to walk back!"
."
hearts you shall lose your own. The
selfish man suffers more from his
PFItMAXEXT roon rnow.F.Ms.
selfishtusi than he from whom that
in
Leslie's.)
(Xorntnn Hapgcid,
selfishness withholds some important
dethe
farmer's
present
Satisfying
If we all could suddenly
benefit."
sire, ns far as thev are lust, is aIt
to believe those words,
lief, pome wholly
Behind
war problem.
and act thetn, the harm done by t,ho
a much bltrtrer problem,
stretching war would
be more than undone in
for years ahead and affecting nearly much less than a lifetime.
all the great, nations. England, in this
is
so
as in
many other things,
taking
the lead among the entente nations.
It Is the nuestien of the permanent
food supply. Its production, distribu
tion, and control. As applied to this
country it means not only treatment;
of the soil, in which Germany leads
the great powers, onfl guidance of
production by the government .also
LIEUTENANT LOUGHER.
the relation to the government of the
vast agencies of distribution, such ns
Lieutenant Lougher conies direct
Tt
the railroads and the packers.
from France, where be went as a
should mean also tho best possbilo
mnchnlery for making arrangements member of the American Red Cross
with labor and for reconciling the In(commission, to speak to Chautauqua
terests, at first sight conflicting, of
ludlences.
enIs
consumer.
an
It
producer and
ormous world-wid- e
effort at improveThe mightiest messages come from
ment after war, In which we, with unmen whose Hves have lived and seen
impaired resources, should lead.
the problems, lessons or examples
COST OP A XATIOX'S MADXESS. Which
they bring to you from the
!
(Thomas F. Txgan in Leslie's.) :
Few people
Representative Frederick C. Hicks phautauqua platform.
of New York has com oiled figures on have seen the world as has E, H.
the cost of the war. These show the
Lougher.
combined expenses on both sides durFamines, wars, prisons, slums and
ing the first three years amounted to
hat this vast bloody conflicts have been linked
'$98,500,000,000 and
sum Will he increased to $160,000,000,-00- 0
closely and frequently with the life
If the war continues until August
d
1. litis. .This means that the entire of
wide traveler. He wit
cost of the American civil war is be- nessed the great famine and plague
days
ing' duplicated every eighty-fiv- e
of India, with its deaths by the countand that the cost of the Franco-Prussia- n
war is equaled every five weeks. less thousands and Its relentless sufTtedured to comparisons, this enor fering and horrors.
'
mous sum of money would construct
He saw the Boxer uprising and wit460 Panama canals.
It would build a nessed the bloody conflict of that his
railroad long enough to encircle the
epoch. During the
times
ffarth at the equator n.lnety-tw- o
war he was agaitt present to
if would purchnse '36,000,000 low
aIf put into $1 i see momentous struggle' where blood
priced automobiles.
bills, placed end to end, It would make was spilled !n relentless confusion.
a ChaiTt of greenbacks that could
Through America he has visited
reach around the world 757 times. prisons, stockades, slums and almsFour years of the present warvlll houses.
cost more than seven times as much
'
This Is a man who comes fresh from
as the total direct cost of the six
condi
contact with
actual
125
in
tho
wars
pre
years
greatest
vious to August, 1914, although one tlons In Europe, and whoso talk will
years. ha wnU worth, while,
of these wars lasted twenty-on- e

tapr

'

tem-pnra-

At the.Chautauqua,

feats of gallantry be wears the sears
of shell wounds and bayonet thrusts,
the marks of German brutality and
the famous Croix tie Guerre. A typical, clean cut, courageous American
boy, his eagerness to participate in the
worldi war prompted him to enter the
French service after his honorable
discharge from the American navy.
There he was transferred to the
French foreign legion and saw fighting on the west front, returned to the
Cassard and participated in the spectacular Callipoli campaign, was captured on the Georgic by the Moewe,
the German commerce raider, and was
for some months in a Gorman prison
camp.
His description of German, brutality is the most striking that has come
His book. "Gunner
out of Europe.
Depew" narrates things that .would
make the crassest pacific yearn to
strike a blow at the Germans. A typ
ical instance was that which occurred
while be himself was in a French hospital.
hitt linn Doctor Did.
"One of the patients," he says, "was
a German doctor, who had been picked up in No Man's Land, very seriousHe was given the sutne
ly wounded.
treatment as any of us that Is, the
very best but finally the doctors gave
him up, They thought he would die
slowly, and that it might take several
weeks.
"Hut there was a nurse there who
took special interest in his case, and
she stayed up day and night for some
time, and finally brought, him through.
The c,'is" was very well known, and
everybody said she had performed! a
miracle. He got better slowly.
"Then a few weks later, when he
was out, of danger and was able to
walk, and It was only a question of
time before he would be released from
the hospital, this nurse was transferred to another hospital.
Evorbody
knew her and liked her, and when she
went around to say good-by- e
all tho
men were sorry andi gave her little
presents, and wanted her to write to
them. She was going to get a nurse
she knew In the other hospital to turn
her ,letter into English, so that she

Saturday, May 11
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LTOW arc you applying your

m mm

money-force- ?

Are you concentrating- it making it represent your character and ability?
Money-forc- e
is the compensation you receive for your labor a symbol of the energy
you have expended in service.
-

You add power to your money-forc- e
when you retain
a per centage of it in an interest-bearin- g
surplus, If you
have no surplus you are the plaything of chance.
The most certain way to develop a surplus is to open
a savings account with this strong bank and deposit
regularly a fixed portion of your earnings.
The four per cent interest, compounded twice a
year, that we pay, will constantly add to your

The Citizens Bank of Albuquerque
"The Bank of Personal Service"

There

Is Still T.me to

Write Tluit

"The Katzenjammer

Kids."$Sj

CONTEST.

Fritz, those funny little fellows that step from
the comic section of The Sunday Journal onto
the stage of The Crystal Theater, Friday
night,
May 10.
Woll, you lmd better Ret busy, ns tomorrow is tho
lust jlny. The rules are easy. Write, who gets the
Sunday
paper first? How you like the comic section What you
would like Hans and Fritz to do.
The prizes aro FIFTY SKATS for the best stories.
Write on one side or the paper and be sure to write your"
mime and address very plainly.
Names of the winners will be published in the Jour-nThursday, May Oth. Tickets will lie at the office of the
'
Journal.
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Have you written a story about Hans and
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A Good Lino of
"RANGKS,
BUGS, SHADKS.

LINOLEUMS, FUUNlTl'RrJ, ETC.
New nnd Second Hand
We want to buy what you have
to soil
ST All I'tltMTlRH CO.
118 West Gold

four-roo-
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ATTOBNEY
JOHN W. W1LHON
AttoTMy
CromwaU
Rooms It, tt and 11,
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At to mer a
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.
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GOLD.

OB.

t.

E. at RAFT

lenteJ Sara
Rooms
FOR SALK Small safe. Phone
ttt
Barnstt Building
brick, stuccoed, modHt4i by stall
Appointments
XKW
BIXGALOW
SALE-PREAL ESTATE, FIRE INSURANCE,
FOIt
bull d.g.
R
ern, glassed Bleeping porch, hardchaves, 111
In lowlands, close In, white stucco
West Cranlto.
LOANS.
wood floors; 3rd. ward.
'
llione 156. nnisn, otisement, furnace, dandy built-i- FOR 'SAI.E-O- ne
Oealiet
slrmleT buiivy, good cundl- $3,000
stucco bungalow. 216 W. Gold.
Rooms
slellal SvlleUag
Hon. Phone 10?7.
features,
floors, garage
modern, garage, Highlands, close
garden, all for $3,500. Good terms.
in.
17 .OC
1!0
PIITSIC1ANB AND 9CIUIOM
Eichntige.
FOR RENT Dwellings.
West Oold. Phone nil.
$4,400..
brick, modern, hot
II. McCLl GHAX
O. f ARTWRIOIIT
MARGARET
BR.
water neat,
4th.
lot 76X142,
FOR SALE I pi lulit force pump and puinii
210 West Gold.
Phone DO.
Practice Limited to Women's and Chll- -,
"Ward.
!2,500

the Liberty Loan

and' Hopeful War Bulletins
have Beneficial
Effect;

' tm

l.".TS--

4- -t

Leaders" Set New Records,
ly MORNINS

WOLD

CMSSHFEEP COLUMNS..

For Sale Nifty little
bungalow,
lias cast frorl. cement walks, fire place,
sliding doors, nice porches, fruit trees, good
orchard.
out buildings and In fact everything to
$1000.
brick, city water, inmake It a good home. The work
Is nil done.
side toilet,, electric lights, new
to do" but move In and hung up
A
modern bungalow, hard Nothing
hut.
floors, newly papered and painted; wood
your
see
Price
us
l.',4oo.
In
regard to
floors, fire place, east front. 60- - terms, etc.
near shops; easy terms.
ft. lot, garage. This is some bargain
$2,500
frame, modern, large for $3,000. Uet busy, hoe

ward.

.

A

22
ranch, 3 miles north
of town, good house and outbuildings, all under cultivation, young

$4000.
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International New
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7, 1918.

North.

$2,600

low; N.

JC.IHNL IMCUL LIASIO WlStl

th

pebble dashed bunga-

St.

FOIt HUNT
Seventh.
FOIt ItENT

modern limine.

it,

.luck.
ond.

Murth

FOR

Phone

ll.'.li..l,

ur call KM North Sec.

ilren'e Disease

1123

SALE

E. Central Phone 671, Albuquerque, N. M.

FOR RENT Rooms.
BAKED
New Yurk, May G. The fftatifvlns
attacliment tor Js;,. Address Hox 81 care UKS, TI I.I.
furniylud lU'Use; no
FraeUra IJmlted to Kya, W, Xsae sasS
success of the Liberty Loan,
Journal.
A.
lck. ;o North Third.
which
,
TUROAT
HAS
Altft
North.
FOIt
automatically release!) liquid capita)
walOffice Hours' 10 to III I M I
pinn
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans
FOR HUNT I'riiiKied houe; two roomi
from many of Its recent . restraints,
nut chsc almost new, $U'5 cash. Care of
Bank Bui as
National
State
RENT
FOR
rooms
Willi
housekeeping
and
13U0
111
pri$10.
Bouth Fourth Street
leeplng porch;
Plenty shade.
box 28, Jourmil.
and the more hopeful' war tmlletlnH
vate bath. WD North Fourth.
North Second.
DR. BAKll CORKH.
gave a decided
FO RHAI.E-i.- ne
one
impetus to today's
l,e
Child's
chest,
bed,
Practice Limited to Chtldren.
FOR RENT Furnished housekeeping "ruutusT
FOIt
rurnHhed bungastock market, several leaders scoring
one leathets lounae, All ill fine condition
Office Rooms 1 and 2, Wright Bldg.
and single roums. m
low In Fuutth ward. Bath, eleetrlo llghtt,
North Third.
new hiRh records for the year.
310 South Ninth.
LOST.
Fourth and Gold,
hardwood floors, treen. Phne lo:i
FOR BENT
looms dV "w weein
FOR KALE Nice gentle driving ulid saddle
Foremost among these was 1'nited
Hours 3 p. m. to i p. m.
i.uni i.auroau none from Albuquerque, to
steam heat; no elck: over Golden Rule oath;
mare;
2075.
store
and
hurness
bUKgy
States Steel, which made an extreme
Office Phone ML
Phone
Residence
Phone
South.
Cleveland. Upward. Phone 690.
.
North Edith.
FOR RENT Modem furnistied rooms;
advance of 2 V4 points to par or 100,
no
FOIt ItENT Ono furnlaticrt
LOST On West Central avenue
house,
FOR
HALE
lady's
Cheap, three lly broke delivery DR. IDA L. fiROtT.
sick; running water. K
West Central.
403 SoutJl Seventh. Apply at 21 West Oold.
exceeding: its previous maximum of
brown leather nurse, cunlulnliiir J:, Mil
horses.
slnxle harness l' bakery delivery
the year by 1 points. Affiliated inOateopnthle Physician.
FOH ltE.NT Nicely furnished
anil change; name 'Mrs. Eula Moore" stamp
house FOR RENT Cool, clean, outside rooms ami wagons at your own prlci
Erwood Uakery. Hours 10 to E. Suite t. Woolworth Building.
dustrials and equipments retained the
ed on purse. Return to this office. Reward.
with sleeping purch: modern. Plume
apartments. I!lo Grande, 619 West Central Il!S Wt Silver.
Office Phone 1840. Residence Phone Ut.
better part of their one to two and a
Phone 1152.
South Second.
FOIt HaTB-O- uc
on
influence of higher quotations
one
half point gains.
Psil,e
UKAND CENTRAL HOTEL Rooms y day,'
pressure gunge, hose nnd copy of 1100.00
HELP WANTED.
II iglilamls.
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Rails lagged conspicuously in the hogs.
week or month; steam heat and bath; rea- worth of patterns, SS.itO. Win.
R.
Marsh,
closing
prices:
first half of the session, but became
FOK ItENT - Desirable
care Woolworths,
modern sonable rates.
Vrnc'tlco Umltetl to
Corn
May,
July,
Mule.
$1.471.
$1.27:
active and stronger luteT under guidfurnished cottage. Phone llii-l- .
FOR RENT Nice desirnMe ro7,n'i"t,r young FOR SALE This year s letisc on
GKNITO-- I RINAIIY
DISKASKS AND
Oats May, 75 Vic: July, 67 Vic.
ance of Iranscontinentals,
FOR
truck
Two'rooirThouso'furnlshecl
RENT
farm.
grangers,
All
trees'.
lady
WANTED
with
employed,
Oood
fruit
milker.
planted.
if
reasonable,
breakfast
$45.90.
Pork
Plrone 4a).
May,
July,
6IUX
$4.fi0;
DISEASKS
TUE
OF
10
1313
cow.
Reading: Ttnd secondary coalers.
Nort'li
hull.
desired.
In
chbkens.
nH,,l,n h.,....
sleeping porches; $11 per month. 721 East
Second.
s
WANTED Two
May, $25.37; July, $25.72.
mechanic
white Santa Fe.
886.
cheap rejit. w. E. McNaW),
general the best quotations were regWcl MounFOR
Bibs
$24.12.
Garage.
May,
plc'as-a$23.40;
July,
mailed
nil
tain road.
r' oms,
istered at the clqse. Sales amounted
liteXT FurnUlied IHTuin, modern, 4
clone In. no sick, no children,
WANTED A good milker. Bczemek a Dairy Foil
to $025. 000 shares.
Albuqucnine,
AT A It A RG A IN One Klmballld'ano, alight" Citizens Itiink lllds.
rooms. WCt South Edith. See J. R. Iewls Phone location, 503 West
1902
KANSAS CITY l'HODVCK.
Fruit.
North Fourth.
Commercial
Club.
usen, enn be seen and bought rhenp:
Bonds, including the liberty guoup,
II
FOR
WA-TED First cl ss barber. Elk Barber FOR HENT--rolll bne Edison phonograpli with M record.
hous"e"keepfng
MA8SF,ri4a:,.
were firm on a pronounced diminumodern house furnlsl"
apartments, new modern house; no
Can be bought cheap at the Albuquerquo
Kansas
Shop, Callup, x, M
ed on East Central avenue. Will rent on
City, May 6. Butter
tion &t 'Offerings. Total 'sales, par
MKH. JC. M MUMIKLL.
house, furnished. !15 ft. Seventh'
Music
Store.
40V-c- ;
secv
WANTED
lease.
firsts,
Good fuim hand, ttlo (IranJo
39'2c;
City Realty Co.. phone VI.
value, aggregated $3,350,000. United Creamery,
Mnsseuse
OR IlENT-NlcSchool. Phone,
onds, 38c; packing stock.
furnisned
ROOF PAINT
FOU RENT
States bonds (old issues) were unChiropody, manicuring, all kinds of hatha.
houeand
by I ha week ox month; also furnished room
Oo per
31c.
Firsts,
WANTED
Roofs
Fggs
near
car.
care
under
will
our
Woman
chickgallon.
eleetrlo
;
porch
cook,
sleeping
$a.
treatment, ahampoolnt and scalp
I.arge
changed on call.
carpenters and en
for light housekeeping, Elms Hotel, corner Improve from year to
range and houses. Phone (is5, Dr. King.
year. We can put on treatment at your home Phone tlls-Poultry Hens, 23c; roosters, 15Hc; laborers. Emnlnvmsnt iMnnu nn
Closing mices;
First
and
i
new
Tijeras.
a
roof
Third.
will
S54.
40c.
as
that
last
Phoiw
as
the
broilers,
FoilTTE N T- M ud er n
long
house cm N. iJTtr
American Beet Sugar
73
building. The Munzano Co. Phone
fct.. either furnished or unfurnished.
WANTED Laborers for track laying, cood
South.
American fan
44 Vi
10 South Walnut.
100x142;
t
incAfio
wages,
lot,
trees,
good
i'hodvci:.
Realboard,
garage.
City
steady work. Apply
American Smelting &, Refining. 79
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room. t
West flnld. rhone 770
ty Co..
West KRIS) carbon roof ra,t,t and root cement FOIt HALE Jersey heller, fifteen months
Aparhe Railway. Hoibrook. Arizona.
American Tel. & Tel
97 '4
Lead.
stops leaks; lasts five years. Use Devoe
FOR ItENT Attractive home for tile sumold. Phone
Chicago. "May G. Butter Market WANTED Young
American Zinc
c
FOR
ready paint, floor paint, Valspar,
mer
to
VaonuTJ
desirable
tenant.
of
New
knowledge
shorthand and typwrltlng,
steady. Creamery, 35tfi)4:!c,
s
team of horses.
Anaconda Copper
cold
water kalsomlne, and be satisfied. FOIt SALE A
Calt
400
chance to learn goid business, p. o. Box brick bungalow on East Silver completely
evenings,
South Seventh.
17,841
BecelpU
f;ggs
Steady.
best ronditluli. weight I.0UI to 1;.VQ pounds
Thos. F. Keleher, 408 West Central. Phone
Atchison
83 Vt nnunu
furnished.
i:. tfi! S:t V.
nrdinnrv 435. city.
Large sereend front porch and FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, close in; 410.
each. 710 West Kent.
Baltimore
Ohio
52Wi-- .'
.
i lidjj,,. r,t nmvk- - ctises In WANTE D Stenograph er, young man about glassed sleeping porch. Garage. Phone ITSI, no sick. 703 West Sliver,
FOIt SALE Two burros, also one female
Butt & Superior
. .
19
IS years of age
FOR
3l"Hift'32VjC.
preferred. Apply, statlntr
414 West ill"
cluded,
blood hound, 10 months
rooms,
old; six grey
FOR
California Petroleum
SALE
General.
.. 16
and
names
and
age.
of
nn
no
references
55
Eggs
to
slrk.
Poultry
cars
children.
"office
Wl
Iower.
hound
Receipts
puppies, 3 months old; 1 work horse.
Poultry
. .141
Pncific
, Canadian
Manager," care Albuquerque Morning JournC. W. Hunter. City Hall.
OR UEVT-NlcFOU
and
FOR
Wisconsin.
Minnesota,
SALE
L
frTTnl
blnT
Michigan
furnished
It
u
K,
furnished
Navajo
Hede; egga
.. fifi'i hulk. 90c(f $1.05; same, sacks, $1.15 al office.
Central Leather
room. Close in. MS Houth Finn m.
ohloUs, nuf said U
bungalow for one month. Phone 1S68.
Thomas, TIT Keel TUB IUO GRANDE UUIlud' llOli CO. of.
.. B74 g1.25.
Chesapeake & Ohio
Heseldine.
"FOll RENT Modern" bouses,
Albuquerque. N. M., can supoly at all
and
l'Vimilf,
&
Mil.
St. Paul
.. snvi
Chicago,
rooms, close In. some furnished, W II, FOR RENT South "sic 'Ping porch with FOll SALE fit own leghorn and R. 1. setting tint e bred sows, bred gilts, herd boars and
Poultry Alive, lower. Fowls, 27c;
Chlno Copper
.. 42", springs,
2W, West
McMlllion.
Gold.
eggs prize strain, f 1.00 for
dressing room, 2 beds oiso other rooms.
Old young atuff st moderate prices. We bass
WANTED
25c.
Robinson,
saleswomen.
Experienced
414 West Gold.
Colorado Fuel & Iron
. .
43
the best In the U. 8. A., 400 pounders In
Town. Phone 22f.
FOIlf RENT-t- V)
per iioTnth. Ideal modern
tly at The Economist.
seven months.
the kind that pays. Free
.
Crucible Steel ..
FuTTilsTi
Hummer homo on l'eeos river, two miles FOR"RENT
C.
FOR SALB-- S.
"5i
YORK. JIOXI'TY MAItKKT.
White Leghorn baby" Information on Get
XKW
rooms
WANTED
woman
Uood
for
for
kitchen
wtik.
light
how to raise bogs fof profit
. .
Cuba Cane Sugar
294
chicks and hatching eggs. Bos lli Phone Office 1214 South
beyond Valley Ranch. Five rooms, furnished
Ml South Edith.
housekeeping: four KU s anrl Kim. 721Third.
Phon. UM.
17M.
14
Erie
.
South Second.
Qentrv's Poultry Ranch.
George F. AlNew York. May 8. Mercantile pa- WANTED Girl forgcncrul housework. Ap for housekeeping. Address
Creat Northern die Clfs... . 30
bright, Valley Ranch. N. M.
HALE Dugs for"liatchliig.
Tlroriiugh-breFoil
ruM.
306
6 per cent;
months.
six
and
four
West
Roma.
i.onCbis"
per,
ply
. .
Oreat Northern pfd
89
S. C. R. I. Reds and U. P. Itocks.
for two; five windows; smaller enougn
fiO dnv bills, 4.72
per cent; WANTED A good reTlableT" girl or wlTmanT
room; Red Poultry
Apartments.
. .
Yds,, 4i:i W. Atlantic, Ph. 14MW
r2?i sterling'
housekeeping. 904 South Third.
Inspiration Copper
on banks,
no
commercial
SO.
Wl
sick.
Bouth
bills,
Arno.
FOR RENT Furnished i' apparuneim from
day
WANTED
Miscellaneous.
Int. Mer. Marine Pfd. Ctfs. . . . 8K
Foil IlENT-Trooms furnished for HgiTt FfiRSALI!"'Laver TndayeVWhltenLeT
4.72 per cerrt:""commerclal (10 day bills, WANTED Girl for
1104
IK up at
North Second.
general hnuKC.v;rk; no
.
Kennecott Conner
32 Vx 4.71
horn baby chicks. 118 for 100, I9.SO for SO, 6
housekeeping nm, sleeping porch and
per cent; demand, 4.7JVj per washing. .115 North Twelfth.
FOR HALE Fresh yotuig Holsteln (ow7To7
. .113
Louisville &. Nashville
WA NT ED Seeolidhond library tuble. I In on n.iineneiic. lriiate hum. Phono 2'H ' fi(4 for K. Yott's Poultry Ranch, P. O. box 10T,
4.76
cent.
II.
eVro.no
cables,
cent;
Clark.
per
WANTED Girl f"r cooking
West Iron.
city; nhnne 1777
and genera
Mexican Petroleum . . . . . , . . 95
.
Bar sliver, 99 He.
housework. Si3 West Copper.
RENT
and bath.
Stern
. .
. .
28
Miami Conner
? ANTED To rent a piano. 407 South Sove,:
FOR HALE Hest 8. C. It. I. Reds In NsW FOR
77c.
Mexican
dollars,
Phono ;7 or ll'J'-J- .
WOMAJJ
I'.ankln
For
Itiglilanas.
21
.
.
Missouri Pacific
general houseworks ao eooa-InMexico; eggs for hatching; stronf In blood & Apartments.
Mrs. lierger,
th,
Government
Co.
bonds, irregular.
Address Box M, Albuaueroue.
FOR
of
RENT
70 Vi
. ,
New York Central
Furnished
HIS
rooms.
"Albuquerque King:" first prise oock at
South
I1ARB13R When you want a barber
Railroad bonds, firm.
WANTED"
phone
Girl "to
Walter. Phone 202.
"Palace Show," New York; also two cocks. WANTED Help New Mexic
to ring the
"with hmiMwork
; . . . .
. . 84 V.
Northern Pacific
!L7 or call BIS East
Time loans Steady. Sixty days. from 9 a. m. to i p. m.hHp
C P. ITsv. MS North High.
Liberty Ilall again a Liberty Bond Is
Ml South High.
FOR RUNT Three front "ro'onisf jiousekeen
. .
43 17 5 U iff 6
Pennsylvania
5
WA.VTKD 40,000 sacks, by the Houthwestern
U;B per
90 days,
sweet
music
for
per
cent;
Uncle
Sam.
m
&
East Central.
WANTED Girl or womunfg7nerarriuse-work- ;
Ing.
Hay Consolidated Copper . . . . . 24 V; cent: six months. 6 per cent bid.
Junk Co., at once. Will pay to 7 eente
or"
FOll RENT-thr- ee
call after in a. m.,
; . . . .
North Third. each. Phone Hit.
.. 81
apartment,
Reading
roil
turnislied
0
room;
prltall
money
per
Strong.
High,
modern, no sick, m Bouth First. Inquire
for general housework" hTT
'
'i
FOR
Republic Iron & Steel....'.. . 85 U cent; low, 4 per cent; ruling rate, 4 WANTED-Ma- id
i).
,rno.
moilern South Walter Savor hotl.
OAHII PHICB PAID FOR JUNK
two In family. Apply Hi& South ttlOUEHT
83
washing,
. .
Southern Pacific
street
112
BY
Call
ur..i-iwo
TUB SOUTHWESTERN itJNK CO.,
Nortlr Walnut,
collage.
furnished moms, one with
per cent: closing bid, 514 Pr cent; Cedar.
FOR RENT Three and
furnished"
.
2
.
114 "WEST LEAD.
Southern Railway
PHONH UI. WH ALSO
ui en coutn jiroaowav.
i'o,iFlIl HALE Portable
offered at (i per cent; last loan, 0 per WANTED
house wl7fT
apartments, modern, no sick, 200 block
. .1461
Texas Comnany
Competent girl for general' BUT OLD AUTOS.
nr..- - i jiouseaecping
Hiro.
222
Phono
sleeping
porch.
ask
cent.
and
rooms;
South Sixth. Inquire Savoy Hotel,
large
housework:
I'M
wages.
East
9
'I'.
i
A.
for
Silver
good
110
,
I nion Pacific ..;
vt ANTED Second-hanmen s and boys'
sleeping porch.
South Walnut.
Ruehrlng.
Phon- - SI3I.W.
Foil RENT Two apartments,
one
room
I?. S. Industrial Alcohol
.124
clothes, shoes and underwear. Also trunks FOR RENT Room furnished' for
FOR
XKW YORK MFTAL I.RKFT.
home, rurnished and s
with
nnd two room with porch,
housekeep
WANTED
619.
nnd
Call
cases.
or
.
woman
suit
Competent
99H
for
Second
girl
Tnlted States Steel
good
Chicago
410
14.000,
Ing;
half cash. both forporch,
paying business,
South Edith.
eleeplng porch.
New York. May 6. Lead Dull, housework, good wages to
No
222
light
sick,
housekeeping.
SIT
hand
South
First.
r
store,
.
...sow Spot, $7.00W T.12.
right party. ApI.V rr7"T
Bungalow, Journal office.
X'tah Copper
J
r";r..'
South Hrondway. Inquire 301 South Arno.
" y I'oni room, t.loss
. v'etiri,.T.
ply mornings, 109 Soulh Fourteenth.
WANTED To lease it or
s
FOR SALE
modern
de'Cn'lvcrsi'tT
io
E"
Myi"ldence"Tn"
2o4
Firm.
house.
East.
St.
Louis
T
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Albuquerque Morning Journal, Tuesday, May

CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
,1

18 WEST CENTRAL

WANTED
A barber at the
Barber shop,
3
South Second.

AVE.

Sun-nybro-

Plumbers; Hot Water and Steam Heating; Tinners
giaranteed
AI.iaoi ERQUE,

iBSOLUTKi.Y

ok

821-82-

"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
PHOXE 315.

j

TODW, TOMORROW AND THURSDAY

NEW MEXICO

Let Us Send a Man'
Replace That Broken U'indon

To

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY CANNED

LCMBKK CO
423 N. First.

.PERFECT

pounds lacking two ounces; solid packlarge cans,
ed, peeled and cored; no waste,
6

full quart

unfer-mente-

Bryant's Delivery

d,

QCrt

For Any Kind of Hauling.
Phone 501

bottles ..
ODC
Buy Jello now, today. The factory price has advanced.
We'll have to sell at 12
today it is
I
License

S. 1'ood

Xo.

STOKE

fivi.sit i nui ui. iir; bikji-

CRESCENT G10CERY
RonrnT jones

HOMER II. WARD
315 Mrti'hle Avenue

los angeles

Second mid Central

"Grlmshaw Wants to See Vou"

1KB

VNSO

THE ATE
YRIC
iLJ

T

i

Williams

arte

Darnionti

G
--

HAY FEVER

IN-

Vitagraph Feature in Five Reels
FORD WEEKLY
MATINEE

2:80 TO

Phones

AND A COMEDY REEL
NIGHT

6:110.

lbs.. .25c.
.

Extracted honey, 3 Jl jar. $1.00
Extracted honey , 1 lb jur. 10c
.. jar. .25c f
Extracted honey
Pork tenderloin, lb . .
50c 1
35c
fairs llier. Hi .
30c"
Frankfurters lb

i

.

Matteucel,

Palladia

Groceries

& Co.

VV.

Phones

495-49-

S. S.

1.

W S. S.

ARMMO'S TAXI LINE.
Two Oakland ears on (lav ami night
service.
Cheap rales by' the hour,
Phono 11 1.
,

8

BATCH'S

OLD

BUNGALOWS

B.

STAND

its bewildering beauties!

'

LADIES!

31.

W. S. S.
WILLIAMS '

Dentist

Rooms

and 2. Whiting Building1
Phone No.
8I.
Corner Second and Gold.

PROMPT
SERVICE.
PnONR
75.
STRONG BLK.. COPPER
AND SECOND.

1

W. S.

.

I,

Call and get a thimble
it's FREE.
OTWELL DRUG CO.

ADMISSION, 35c AND 50c; FEW SEATS AT 75c; CHILDREN, 25c

c

Bank Bids?.

FITTED
RIGHT

Mar-eolin-

nR

Kim

Crystal Opera House

Evening
May 8, 1918

EYES-

Tourist lunches.

Dance and Card Party
ODD FELLOWS HALL
Wednesday

Ji

ononlyht

I'mler Auspices of Royal Neighbors of America, proceeds to be
used to buy LIBERTY BOND,
ADMISSION
25c

UNION

SPECIALIST

ORCHESTRA

j

.'!

'The Hand

at the

W.

K.

S.

SPECIAL

Coming

Window'

1

A LAUGH

MINUTE

SINGING

hI

(
B

DANCING

Beautiful Costumes!
A SHOW

FOR YOI NGSTERS,

PRICES

Hooper,

Colo.

j

aIvradVeggs.
On snip by

ter they are luld,

trovnn the morning af

50c.

Springer Transfer Go.

For
Sand and Gravel

r

j

M

If you ever cxiicot to buy any furniture at all you cannot afford
to lnlss this opMrl unity TODAY.
These goods are sanitary anil In good condition and the sale will
start promptly at 2:30, as vu buve much to offer so come early, bo
as to not miss any article you may need. Wc will also offer 29 liens
i
at this .sale.
For any information regarding this sale, call at T. S. Mills'
Furniture Store, 223 South .Second street or Phone 808.

J.

L. GOBER,

Auctioneer.

Adults 15c, Children 10c

Cn0T' THURSDAY, MAY 9

Charles Dnrntoii, N. Y. Eve. World.

EVERYBODY
I

nrs rt ir

Plus 10 Per Cent War Tax
SEATS ON SALE AT

World's . Events.

ATSON'S WEDNESDAY

ii

In Years."

3Eg

f

A

JOHH CORT PRESENTS

3

JtL

A
m m

h

r

m

ffi

v

w

I

AJt
.

ill

JTKMr

Mr.

XI

JJ.

IPAULIST CHORISTERS
The World's Great
est Choir.
W. J. EINN
Conductor

FATHER

BOYS AND
MEN
Singing forfStricken
France
A R M O RY
100

I

.

WEDNESDAY EVENING
MAY 8TH, AT 6:15
Tickets
.50c to $1.50

...

Donate 25 per Cent of ..
ceipts to Red Cross.

"lilljL

m

complete..

PS

Admission 10c; 6 to 11

of Mr

PRESENTED.

"The Best American Musical Play That lias Been Written

Novel Effects!

(iROWN-- l

WEEKLY"

CRYSTAL THEATER,

PEOPLE

$1.00, 75c, and 50c

AUCTION SALE

CuriM'nters Wanted.
At Presbyterian sanatorium. Begin'
work at any hour this morning.
A. W. HAYDEN.
W. S. S.
Alfalfa in cur lols. ('has. Donliii.

FORTY

to 6

In 'The Spirit

Sl'CCESS WHEREVER
DON'T MISS IT

"ANIMATED

'.ORIGINAL

ii

Eight rooms of furniture to go to the highest bidder
for cash. Note some of the following articles to be offered Dressers, Writing Desks, Book Cases, Stand
Tables, Rugs, Rockers, Mirrors, Leather Lounge, Bed
Springs and Mattresses, Dining Table and Chairs, Refrigerators, Heating Stoves, Tubs, Dishes, and in fact
house
everything required to furnish an eight-roo-

THE ECONOMIST.
w. s. s.

--

WOXDERFIL

A

A SCREAM
A SECOND

i

GIRLS

PRODUCTION.

This Afternoon, May 7, at 923 N. Second St.
Sale Starts Promptly at 2:30 p. m.

d

(HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY)
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
Presents the Pronounced Favorite

CIRCUS

-2

NAATOKKA with ANTONIO MORENO.

WANTED Capable, exper-iencesalesman in piece goods.
'
Apply

TODAY AND TOMORROW

KATZ-ENJAMME-

1-

.

Mrs. Lovell of Kl I'aso is here visit- ing her cousin, Mrs. Siegfied Uruns-- j
feld, 914 North Second street. She'
was formerly Miss Elsie Strauss of
this city.
II. If. C'hapmun. assistant district
forester at the district headquarters
of the forest service, left Sunday night
for Flagstaff on u business trip. John
Kerr, also an assistant district forester, is expected to arrive from
Washington today.

0

Jack Pickford

A

I

.

friends.

TH EAT

Hours of Mirth and Music
The Classiest of All Musical Comedies and
the World's Greatest Fun Show. The Original
2

-

j

1

NOT A MOVIE

he in his Office Wednesday,
California.
A
of the Taxpayers
Thursday.
Friday and Saturday of Libertymeeting
Miss Catherine Trossello lpft K:itn.-League Is hereby called
week.
this
for
tills evening at the Central
day nitht for Los Angeles, Calif., to1 508
West Central Avenue. I'lionc School
visit her sister.
at 8 o'clock,' corner
-,
ti.M,lor Appointments.
Third
street and West Lead
Alhucuer(ue 'people at the Hotel
Clark- l.ns Angeles, last week .inehid- avenue, for Hie imrrtose of dised Lena JUimahan and Mae. Mimu-hacussing economy in tlies running
of the City's affairs and for any
KOB1 EIjA,
STANLEY
William J. litivies and
other business that may conio beRaymond
TAIIjOR.
fore tbo meeting.
Trouth begun work in the Santa l'c
X.
T.
29.
Room
All Citizens
Armijo
Duildlng.
,
as
machinist
shops yesterday
appren-cordially Invited,
Corner Central and Second Kts.
tiers.
osiecially the Indies.
The Brotherhood of American Yoe- AllTH l it C. CI LVER, President.
Sl'ITS MADE TO ORDER.
1HG1I F. WATERS,
nien will hold a social for member
Cleaning, I'ressing and Kepairing.
Secretary.
and their families at the lodge rooms
We invite your views on the
ALL WORK GUARANTEED.
)i
o
tit
clock tonight.
Salary Question.
Itobert D. Martin of Pena I'.lanea.
who enltated in (lie coast artillery at
the army recruiting station yesterday,
ten ror i;i Paso last night.
Thirteen coaches of soldiers arrived
TODAY
here at 4:55 "o'clock yesterday am' re- mnined until 5 o'clock while the men j
were served their suppers.
Alfred Toti, recently accepted as:
second seaman in t'nele Sam's navy,
left Sunday night for San Diego,
whore he will receive his assignment.
The Alamo review. No. 1, woman's
benefit association of the Maccabees,
will hold a meeting at 2 : 0 o'clock
ALSO GOOD COMEDY.
this afternoon in the Odd Fellows
hall.
-PRICES
Mrs. John Venable ami daughter.!
Matinee
,10c 5c
Miss Jessie Vcnablc, have returned
Evening
15e lOe
from a trip to Carhondalc, HI., where
BEST MCSIC IX CITY BY TALENTED PIANIST.
they were visiting relatives ami;

IDEAL THEATER ONLY
MARGERY WILSON in

FRIDAY, MAY

MORE FUN THAN A

NOTICE

Will

'

.7 and 9

very mid saddle horses. Trimble's'
lied Darn.

Citizen

Pullman Cafe.
Martin & Thora. Taxi. Phone 273
T. A. Lutero has returned from a
business trip to Gallup.
Horn Sunday, to .Mr. and Mrs.
Ijuran of old Albuquerque, u
daughter.
Mrs. J M. Dnolittle has returned
from a two months' stay in southern

j

TIME OF SHOWS:
2 and 4 Nights ...

Matinees

1,1

BEBBElC OPTICIAN

local items

Contractors and Builders
207 W. Gold
I'lionc 915
General

Gold Avenue.

Urothers
btrong
Undertakers

AH the sights, scenes and stupendous
specjacles ever devised are as nothing in magnitude or might, in magnificence, massiveness or munificence to this manifold marvel of all ages and all times. So beautiful as to make
description beg for words to portray and the artist search his palette in vain for colors with which to picture

Prichard & Prichard

.
V. S. S
Orders taken for service flags
Women of American Army, 223 West
'

J

Lisa

SIDEWALKS

CITY ELECT RiL "sHOE SHOP
PHONE 507
I'REE CAM, AND DELIVERY

anil SfeaU

601 W. Tijcras.

n

Modern
I'OIl SAM'.
furnished house,
bath, cellar,
3
garage, barn;
porches. Lot 60
ft. front.
Phono 158-1-

hitconib Springs will bo opened
the public In few days.

to

WHATEVER CLEOPATRA MAY HAVE BEEN SHE WAS NOT A HYPOCRITE!

S23

A Real Bargain

RITTNEIl IIOISE
819 ' Soutli First. Nice clean rooms:
light housekeeping rooms. I'lionc 221.

.

OITiee 655. Resilience,

7:.'I0 TO 11:30.

IS
Rice flour, 2

A THEDA BARA SUPERPRODUCTION.
IN THE MOST SENSATIONAL CLASSIC OF THE AGES.

Its alleviation and cure, by my
combined treatments of Osteopathy, Jledieine and Finger Surgery.
C. II. CONNER, M. V. V, O.
Office Stem Building

LIVE WIRE

AN AMERICAN

DR. H. M. BOWERS

In
Odtropiilhlc 1'hysleinn, ftperlnllzinfr,
and Thmiit, Anthma, Huy
Knr, Xim
DtMifiieNH.
urrhiil
Cut
Occidental
Life Ithljr., Third mid (inlil. Bealripnce
office phoiny
phone

TODAY ONLY

J

-

GRIMSHAW'S

Walter

Coul ami South

MENT AND ADVANCE IN
DkAMATIC AND SPECTACULAR PRESENTATIONS IN
ALL HISTORY of the STAGE

ORCHESTRA
4k

WARD'S

THE GRANDEST ACHIEVE-

10c

c;

FOX PRESENT

femur w THEDA, BARA

.

MUSICAL
SCORE

50C

We now have New York state pure apple cider,

WILLIAM

A

Gill S3.

AiRCQUFRQCK
Phono 421.

APPLES
In

7, 1918.

TICKETS OX SALE
MATSON'S

Re-

AT

I
Qawklns, Skinner, Champion,
nnd San Joso '.lartct: fitln dozen.

w, s. s.

$1

Your

m

A NOTABLE NEW YORK CAST OV

m

m

PRIVCin4i.
PRETTY GIRLS. MUSIC. COSTUMES & SCENERY.
20 Delightful Musical Numbers. 3 Big Acts.
Don't Miss This.

ATTRACTIVE
PRICES

50c, 75c, $1.00, $1.50
Seats on Sale Tuesday at Matson's.

2L

HENRY'S DELIVERY
baggago trouble. Phone 39.

TELL

GENTRY'S EGGS

SUITS CLEANED,

WITH

'

W. S.

IS.

Persons who wish in renew or take
nut membership in the Red Cross
can do so by calling at Strong's Book

Store, O. A. Matson A Co., Grimshaw's
Four suits v. pressed , $1.25. or Mrs. II. B. Ferguson, or by phoning
Contract plan. Colombia Cleaning Co. (he chairman of the Membership com.:
.
mittee, No, 1331'W
Delivery. JPhonc 600,

Gallup IjOmp
Venturis

Hahn Coal Co.

p stow :

rUONB 91

AHTHBACITE,

ALL SIZES; 8TKAM COAli

Soke, Mill Wood, Factory Wood, Cord Wood, NaUre yumnm,

stmt.

